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?^ LI^E Or^ 03GAR '11LT£
A prefatory account of the life of Oscar 7ilde is essen-
tial to a fair treatment of the stud.7 of his works, "^'ov/ever, in a
criticisra of his \7orks it is \7ell ana even necessary to divorce
this life entirely from t>ie literary pieces themselves, v;hicli
should be regarded wholly from the artistic standpoint. For so di-
vergent are the tv;o that "as an artist and man, Oscar "'ildo mi^ht
truly have said with Osnar I"hayyarn: "I myself an "oaven and "^ell."
As a nan, '"/ilde certainly was not the captain of his soul, but
althouf^h no justification may be offered for his licentiousness, v/e
should try to remember hin for his virtues, for: "Of 'jLat was evil
and what was e-ood in his life, only a merciful God can strike the
2
balance, and only a merciful God shall judge." TTotwithstanding
the justice of this advice, we f ina in our reading many persons who
stress particularly the weaknesses of 7ilcie, making flagrant, face-
tious remarks concerning- him. /e arc reminded of ^'orace /alpolo's
sagacious co.-nment, so applicable to this case: "Life is a comed^r
to the man of thought; a tragedy to the man of feeling."
Before considering his life, let us regard his parentage.
7ilce*s father, 3ir '7illiam 7ilde, was a Dhysician who, according
1. Henderson, A.: "IntRnpretors of Life .-ind the Jlodern Spirit "
P. 36
2. PCernahan, C: " In Good Company ", P. 216

to the more invective accounts, was wholly devoid of high moral
standards, and whose depravity was, according to this group, largely
responsible for the future weakness of his son. However, it must be
recogniased that Sir Tilliam Tilde also had literary tastes. Tie pub-
lished, besides many valuable medical works, a lecture: "Ireland,
Past and Present; the Land of the People", and "A Catalogue of the
Antiquities in the Royal Irish Academy", of which he was,for a time,
president.
Tilde *s mother, likewise, had definite literary influ-
ence on her son. Jane France sea Elgee published many poems in the
curfent magazines of the middle of the nineteenth century under the
"noms c6 plume", "Speranza" and "John Fenshawe Elgee." Many of
these poems were written in favor of the Irish ITational Cause, ^er
interest in literary circles led to her later establishment of the
only literary "salon" in IXiblin, which was, perhaps, the source of
her son*s conversational finesse. She, too, was censured by some
of the critics - not in regard to her character, but pertaining to
mannerisms. She was said to be erratic, "over-rouged", ridiculous,
and evenly mentally unsound. In passing, it is interesting to note
the contrasting remarks of a Boston pamphlet published in 1882
which gives high praise to the parents of Oscar '.7ilde making no men-
tion of the adversities mentioned above.
There is great dispute as to the exact year of Tilde's
birth ranging fron 1854 to 1858. However, Gide tells us that he
11
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was born at llo. 1 Merrion Square, North, in Dublin on Oct. 16, 1854.
As a boy it is said that his aloofness led to a decided unpopularity
with his associates. This attitude was undoubtedly the natural out-
growth of a much-pampered childhood.
Wilde's education was both extensive and markedly success-
ful. He attended the Portora Royal School, the Eton of Ireland,
for one year. Prom here he went to Trinity College in Dublin, where
he won numerous medals for excellence in Greek and other scholastic
achievements. At the age of nineteen he entered Magdalen College,
Oxford, from whence he graduated in 1878 with the distinction of
possessing considerable brilliancy. It was in this same year that
Wilde won the Newdigate prize for English verse with the writing of
a poem, 'Havenna", which he recited in the same year on June 26 at
the Encaenia, or Annual Conmemoration of Benefactors at the Shel-
donian Theatre.
During his college days there are three marked influen-
ces which obviously gave color and direction to his life and thought.
The first of these was his friendship with John Ruskin, who was then
professor at Oxford and delivered lectures on "Florentine Art."
Wilde became a devoted disciple of Ruskin, who did much toward build-
ing UT) both his body and his mind. An interesting anecdote is often
recounted to show the marked influence of this man over Oscar Wilde.
Contrary to his own luxurious nature and declared principles, Vilde
became accustomed to helping Ruskin every morning to break stones
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and make new roads in the vicinity of the college. No less powerful
was the second influence of this periodj his visit to Italy in 1876.
His stay at Florence and his study of the architecture and painting
there was a deeply appreciated one, and 7ilde returned to England
"with a soul steeped in the splendor of a religion which is preached
through color and glow." ^ The effect of this visit upon his poetry
and other works is comparable to that of his visit to Greece in
1877, the third collegiate influence. This trip was made in the com-
pany of Professor Mahaffy who later joined the explorer, Schlieraann,
in a journey to the excavations at Olympia and Argos, and from
thence to the temple at Aegina and on to Athens. The results of this
excursion during which he also visited Havenna are evidenced in the
poem by that name as well as throughout his entire works.
Other more detrimental influences affected '7ilde during
his stay at Oxford. This phase of his life was certainly one of its
primary turning points, for its Bohemian atmosphere introduced him
to his subsequent debauchery. However, it may be added that it was
here that ITilde wrote some of his first poetry, which appeared in
"The Month", "The Catholic Monitor", "Irish Monthly", and "Kottabo^",
a Trinity College paper. These first poems were for the most part
deep, and many of them permeated by a spiritual, almost religious
atmosphere.
His literary efforts immediately following this were like-
1. "Oscar 7ilde*s Visit to Aiaerica ".
(a pamphlet published on Jan. 24, 1882.)
I
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wise for the most part in the form of poetry. Tilde, now in London,
wrote sonnets and published several translations of Cireek tragedies.
"The New Helen", "Conqueror of Time", and his volume of "Poems"
published in 1881 echo Keats, Rossetti, and Swinburne in their style.
His great command of diction and the sweet, musical cadence of
"Hequiescat", "Impressions du Hatin" and "Charraides", make these
poems worthy of the criticism appearing in "The Sun" at the time:
"Like a true poet, Mr. T7ilde is not didactic. He has apparently no
lesson to impart other than the old Greek one, that beauty . • is
paramount to all materialism; that God's flowers are more to be
priaed than man's factories; that there is that in the world whioh
is better than gold and better than
»The luxury that
T7ith base merchandise piles up the gate
Where noble thoughts and deeds should enter by.
'
. • . He is nature's eulogist, and has the ability to make pastoral
pictures that are genius of art." ^ As a touch of adverse criticism,
these poems are said to be "over-luscious", myopic, and merely a
reflection of '.Tilde's morbid and sensuous day dreams, although it is
generally granted that they have at least a fitful flame of divine
literary spark.
Wilde's new role in London v/as "Professor of Aesthetes
and Art Critic". This change marked the beginning of his "first
1. "Oscar Wilde's Visit to America."
1
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period", or his association with the Aesthetic movement which
prevailed in England at the time. Let us pause a moment to con-
sider his extreme eccentricities, which were evidenced primarily
in his appearance. His own features were said to be flabby and
bulky. He had large, pursy lips, a high forehead, a well-shaped
nose, and peculiar liquid, almond-shaped eyes. 'Ho this not too
impressive natural attractiveness T7ilde aaded the most foppish
manner of dress. He had long hair, wore a velvet coat, knee
breeches, a loose shirt with a turn down collar, "and a floating
tie of some unusual shade, fastened in a Lavelliere knot, and ho
not infrequently appeared in public carrying in his hand a lily
or a sunflower, which he vised to contemplate with an expression of
the greatest admiration." ^ Of course, this mode of dress accord-
ed him a great deal of notoriety, thus inflating his "ego" to a
marked depree. It is said that it was Tilde* s association with the
Aesthetic School (to which he is supposed to have affixed himself
for the pvirpose of his o\7n personal literary success) that caused
much of the ridicule of the cult on the part of a great many non-
S3niipathizers.
The doctrine of the aesthetic school was, in short, a
strxiggle for the best, or the beaut ifnl, in every day life. It
had tangible results in the building of museums, a reform in
room decoration, mode of dress, and designing. T7ilde, in his
1. Henderson, A: "Interpreters of Life and the Llodern Spirit " P. 37
1ih'
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preaching for aestheticism, grossly exaggerated it, and it is perhaps
to him that such opinions as the following referred: " 'Of course
it came crudely; balked here and there on its mission of good, hin-
dered by grotesqueness and some over-florid interpretations; but it
was undoubtedly a gospel of truth in art and color, and as such it
ought to be accepted as a real thing with real powers, and, while
discarding exaggerations, the purity and usefulness of its purpose
should be taken home.'*
^
The leaders, Huskin, Swinburne, Morris, Hossetti, and
Burne - Jones, so organized that they gained recognition in America,
where Tilde was sent "to interest and possibly instruct and elevate
our rich, clever, but not particularly cultured transatlantic cou-
2
sins." Even in this mission, he is considered by some as showing
insincerity, for it is said that he never recognized beauty: 'His
3
praise of beauty was always a boast, never a homage." Neverthe-
less, after many invitations from those who favored his doctrine, he
set out for the United States and the Canadian Provinces in 1882
under the supervision of I\!r. H. D*Oyly Carte. His many and varied
experiences while there were the constant source of humor in "Punch."
It is most fascinating t-o read an account of the visit by 7alter
Hamilton, who most sarcastically describes the "impertinent curios-
1» Quotation from "Harpers Magazine " (in -: "Oscar 'Yilde's Visit
to America ")
2. Hamilton, Walter: "The Aesthetic IJovement in England."
3. Symons, A. : Int. to "The Complete "/orks of Oscar 7ilde ",
Vol. 9, P. XXII
rc
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ity" of the ^erican reporter who insists upon cross-examining its
victira even before he has set foot on shore. However, he was heralded
by such faithful messages as tjiis, appearing in a pamphlet published
in Boston announcing his arrival:
'•'.Vhatever Mr. ^ilde has to say on this topic may be taken
as an accurate history of what has already been accomplished in Eng-
land, and will be peculiarly valuable as indicating what is certain
to be, sooner or later, repeated here.
Boston, Jan. 24, 1882."
^
None the less cordial was his reception here -with the
exception of a fev7 incidents of an insulting nature (as, for example,
the ridicule of the Harvard students who appeared at his lecture
aping his peculiar manner of dress, showing that "Bostonian students
have but the most rudimentary ideas of the behavior befitting gen-
tlemen.") These incidents, rather than distrubing 7ilde, "filled
2
him with delighted complacency." He gave lectures in TTew York,
Boston, Omaha, Ottawa, Kingston, Toronto, and Quebec. In all places
his lectures were crowded, and the spectators, especially tlie ladies,
showed their great enthusiasm for him by purchasing scores of his
photographs. He was tenderad receptions while on his trips by such
famous Americans as: Longfellow, Holmes, Grant, and Beecher. '^is
attraction to America seemed genuine, and among other tributes which
he paid tiie country was the statement that the masses were more highly
1. "Oscar Tilde's Visit to America ."
2. Hamilton, 'Valter; "The Aesthetic Movement in England."

educated here than in England,
After his rettirn home, Tilde immediately went to Paris
where he became well kno\»m in literary circles. Among the person-
ages of literary and artistic fame who accepted 7ilde in their
midst were: les CJoncourt, Bourget, Dandet, and Sarah Bernhardt,
whom '7ilde dubbed "the divine Sarah." True to his imitative
quality, Tilde now took as his model Balzac, whom he copied most
meticulously in his manner of dress. Fe procured a jewel-set cane
and he wore an identical dressing gov/n and cowl when he was writ-
ing. His imitation of Balzac's mode of writing made him at least
conscious of the need for a set style in writing.
During his stay in Paris Tilde wrote, "The Duchess of
Padua", "The Sphinx", and, it is believed, the portion of "La
Sainte Courtisan" that was to be found later.
"The Duchess of Padua" was preceded by the writing of
another play, "Vera; or, the nihilists", which when it was to be
produced in London in 1881 was withdra^^ while extensive corrections
and additions were made to its original text. Its story shows the
conflict between despotism and socialism and uses Nihilistic Russia
as a background for its love theme. It was an inconsequential
effort, and when it aiopeared in TTew York in 1883, it was a complete
failure. However, it had significance in the fact that its attemp-
ted persiflage was a decided forerunner of his comedies of manner.
Of a bit more importance was "The Duchess of Padua" which
was supposedly written for Mary Anderson, who is said to have re-
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fused the honor. Although it is more of a study in style than a '.vork
of art, it has certain poetic qualities of fire, emotion, color, mad-
ness, and love. Here '7ilde used the Elizabethans as a model for his
attempted romance drama, which, in truth, lacked a natural tone by
its far-fetched, hackneyed expressions. Although it is universally
regarded as having little or no artistic value, we must concede that:
"altogether, as a work of quite a young man it is creditable enough.
If all the blank verse dramas which have graced the English stage
during the past ten years had been one-half as good, the aiscerning
critic would have had less to complain of." ^ As V/ilde, at the time
of its publicity, was at the height of his social popularity, "The
Duchess of Padua" was received with great welcome and was produced
successfully in America and on the Continent.
It was in the year 1883, when this play first appeared,
that 'ATilde returned to England and became a volatile part of English
society life. Kis inimitable wit and great powers of conversation
afforded him popularity with this group who extended to him innum-
erable invitations to their gatherings. During this period we read
many interesting anecdotes conceraing his display of matchless re-
partee which at times, it must be admitted, led to misunderstand-
ings, for oftentimes he was unscrupulous about making many of his
associates the victims of his frivolous utterances. During these
1. Hankin, St. John: "The Collected Plays of Oscar 7ilde " P. 797
(in "The Fortnightly Review." May, 1908)
*
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years 'Tilde lived in Salisbury St., Strand, sharing rooms with an
artist, ?rank ITiles.
The next year, 1884, 'Vilde married Miss Constance Lloyd
in Dublin. They made their home on Tite St., London where 7ilde
worked assiduously, writing both articles for the press and fairy
tales. These stories are often likened to those of the great Nils
Andersen. "The Happy Prince'* and others are delightful poetic prose
substituting luxuriance for the dominating simplicity of the German
folk tales: "They are merely artistic apologues, touching life with
the light satire of the drawing room." ^ During the two ensuing
years, 1885 and 1886, v/ilde's two sons were born in London.
The seven or eight years immediately following were per-
haps the most productive of 'Vilde's literary career, for it was
during this period that some of his best works appeared giving him
an exalted place in English literature and in the ranks of the
deepest philosophers, jimong these works were: " The Fouse of
Poragranates" and "The Happy Prince", fairy tales already spoken of;
"Salome", a play; "A Picture of Dorian Gray", his only novel; and
"Intentions" and "The Soul of Man Under Socialism", essays express-
ing his deep philosophy of beauty. The nijmber of "genres" represen-
ted in this group in addition to the fact that Wilde was, at the
time, editor of "The 7oman»s !7orld", show the extensive versatility
of the man, and the industrious spirit with which he carried out
1. Shanks, L. P. : "Oscar 'Tilde *s Place in Literature ." P. 262
(in "The Dial" : April 16, 1910.)
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his work during these years.
Salome", 'Jilde's last attempt at romantic drama, was
written in French, for this language was "the most immediate
1
vehicle for its morbid symbolism." It was later translated into
English by Lord Alfred Douglas. Reputed to have been written be-
tween lunciieon and midnight, this play is very definitely influenced
by Maeterlinck and Flaubert, for it echoes the two plays of these
writers, "Pelleas at I.Ie'lisande" and "La Mentation de Sainte Antoine.
It is unique among the tragedies of the world in its expression of
the doctrine, "art for art's sake." Its decadent, abnormal, sen-
sual characteristics make of it "a fevered dream", revealing the per
verted imagination of its author. It is "as exotic and colorful as
an orchid and • . • • pervaded by that priceless thing - style.
'Then it was arranged as a libretto for Strauss' or)era by tliat name,
it was withdrawn from the stage of the Uetropolitan Opera Company.
However, it is still regarded by :aany as the greatest of his plays,
for, unlike his other dramas, he wrote this one for himself, and
in it jie made from "the carnage of what mif^ht iiave been a mere
ordinary, banal, revolting execution, a symbol of such poetry,
of such supreme grandeur and beauty that made it unique in the his-
tory of tlie v/orld and that resulted in nothing less than a Cal-
vary - so "Vilde has touched this abysmal picture of degeneration
with a kind of divine pity. Love, beauty, poetry, gnd infinite com-
1. Shanks, L. P. ; "Oscar •.7ildo Critically Studied. " P. 14
2. "Row, Arthur t "Oscar 7ilde Still Lives. " P. 435
f
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passion are all most beautifully and benignly there." ^
Fis only novel, "A Picture of Dorian ^ray", a book of
the same year, has been justly called "one of the most remarkable
books in the English language." This colorful tale is filled with
countless epithets that are used in other of his future works. It
personifies the cult of the Aesthetic lioveraent, for its hero, a
puppet, is both a scholar and social person who worships beauty.
It seems to be a prevision of the author's own life. 'Then it first
appeared in "Lippincott's Monthly" in 1890, it was so severely crit-
icized that, as is curiously true, several additional copies were
sold.
Ingleby says that in it "'Vilde gives free play to his
ever-present longing to utter the "dernier cri", to avoid all that
was "vieux jeu", and to fill with horror and amazement the souls
of the stodgy "bourgeoisie". That he succeeded in doing so merely
proves that the "bourgeoisie" are stodgy, not that the author has
2
erred from the canons of art and good taste."
"Intentions" is a light, amusing, yet lyrical and highly
ornamented collection of prose writings. It is paradoxical, fanci-
ful, and diffused with symbolism. Here again ".Vilde 's imitative
creed is manifest in the ideas borrowed from Mallarme and Yilliers
de I'Isle, and in the style taken from 'Valter Pater. Its multiple
1. Ibid. P. 434
2. Ingleby, L. C. t "Oscar 7ilde". P. 319
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sources are, indeed, the predominant flaw in its structure, for it is
at the same time pagan, Greek, Renaissance, and in imitation of Pater.
It is "so marvellously musical that it reminds us of a fugue played
on a mighty organ v/ith innumerable stops. Yet, at the same time, in
this book of Essays, Oscar '.7ilde frequently laid himself open to the
charge of precocity and over-elaboration."
^
The other essay of this period expounding the views of
aestheticism, "The Soul of Han Under Socialism", is not so pretenti-
ous in its prose style. Although not so lyrical, it is none the less
a brilliant, cultured writing expounding the author's defense of
socialism.
The ensuing years, between 1892 and 1895, brought great
success, both monetary and social, to "Vilde for his ability as a
playwright. It was during this period that Wilde made use of his
natural wit in his writings - his comedies of manner, which will be
discussed at greater length in the proceeding chapters. However,
it was most unfortunate that this popularity was one of the sources
ascribed as one cause of his downfall. The licentious life led by
.Vilde at the time was the manifestation of his lesser nature and
perhaps grew gradually from his deflated "ego". However, it has been
generally attributed to his unfortunate parentage, his addiction to
alcohol, ana in some cases to an elliptiforra insanity. He had become
a conscious hedonist, "He was wont to talk prettily enough of gardens
1. Ibid. P. 375
f(
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and the country, but his sympathies were elsewhere. He never let
fresh air into his soul, and consciously chose the midnip-ht sympos-
1
ium and the curtained room." As his life of indulgence began to
conquer him, he underwent a great change - moral, physical, and
mental. He was a broken man. His conversation lost its brilliance;
his love for luxury and society had diminished - until in 1895 after
suing Lord Queensberry, who had charged him with being a corrupter
of youth, for criminal libel, he was arrested by authorities, and
after two disgraceful trials was sentenced to two years with hard
labor at Tands^j^orth and Reading Gaols.
Many of his friends deserted him at the time; nany re-
mained faithful to him even aiding him financially in his trouble.
Hall Gaine's reaction to 7ilde's arrest was a prevalent one; "God
pity him in this hour when human pity there seems none. To think
of itl that nan, that genius as he is, whom you and I have seen
feted and flattered! whose hand we have grasped in friendship!
a felon, and come to infamy unspeakablel It haunts me; it is like
some foul and horrible stain on our craft and on us all, which noth-
ing can wash out. It is the most awful tragedy in the whole history
2
Of literature." Kenilworth likewise took offense at this sentence:
"It is incalculable ingratitude to put behind the prison bars a soul
that has dreamed larger realities into the life of man. However he
3
may sin, the sin of torturing his soul is iinmeasurably greater."
1. "Oscar \7ilde ". P. 725 (in "The Nineteenth Century": April, 1922)
2. Kemahan, Goulson: "In Good Comnan.7 '*. P. 235
3. Kenilworth. 7. W. : "A Study of OscarTilde." P. 31
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The stressing of the evil effects of such an imprisomnent upon
Wilde was perhaps justified, for Ellis tells us that before his
arrest "he had been frolicking, as it were, in a forest of fancies
like the dwarf with the gypsies. He had been enamoured of fantas-
ies, obsessed by his own delusions . . . . Ke suddenly saw
himself as others saw him . . , • his heart broke and Beauty
lost one of her most wilful and exquisite interpreters." ^
Directly after his arrest, 'Vilde sent Robert Ross, a
friend, to his home at 16 Tite St. to get his unpublished manu-
scripts, "The Duchess of Padua", Mr. 7. H.", and "A Florentine
Tragedy". This latter play, as the other two manuscripts, was
found in fragmentary form, and when used for tiio first time in
1906, an opening scene had to be written by Mr. Sturge LToore.
The condition of the manuscripts at the time indicated to Ross
that someone else had visited and marauded the house. A few
days later, when creditors attained possession of the house, there
was a disgraceful public auction, and many of his treasured collec-
tions and manuscripts were illegally sold.
His stay in jail is described by some writers as being
unusually pleasant. It is said that as he was a paying inmate, he
had a fairly attractive cell and good meals. 3e that as it may,
we do know that at the time 7ilde was given the privilege of read-
ing the many good books sent to him by his friends. Of greater
1. Ellis, G. M. 0. : "A ITote on Oscar V/ilde ". P. 762
(in "The Fortnightly Review": Nov. 1, 1917.)
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importance than this is the fact that 7ilde wrote two of his most
siemificant works durinp t}iis time: "The Ballad of leading Gaol",
a poem, and "De Profundis", an autobiography.
Using as a model a poera of Houseman sent to him to read
in jail, 7ilde \7r0te "The Ballad of Reading Oaol" under the pen name
•'C 3.3", iiis prison nunber. This poem, which seemed to cast a halo
on his shame, is a strong invective against capital punishment and
a plea for prison reform. It is a portrayal of genuine pity and
terror, shov/ing beauty in the sordid. In it 'Jilde is said to have
reached the pinnacle of spiritual expression by such passages as;
"And with tears of blood lie cleansed the hand.
The hand tliat held tlie steel;
For only blood can wipe out blood.
And only tears can heal:
And tlie crimson stain that was of Gain
3eca*aG Christ's snow-white seal."
However, as a ballad it is artificially constructed, and it is gen-
erally contended to be far below Coleridge's "Ancient i:ariner" to
which it is so often compared.
Ti'ie other product of his period in prison, "De Profundis",
is an autobiography written in letter form to Lord Alfred Douglas.
The second half of the aocument has not been allowed publication,
but under the execution of Hobert iloss it will be uade r)ublic in
1960 when all the persons involved will be dead. It was a literary
sensation, a diffusion of eloquence and simplicity, "a morbid, piti-
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able rnixt'ore of confession and palliation, penance and defiancy,
1
self-incrimination and exculpation." "It is a sincere work, and it
is prophesied by some that it will rank with memorable human docu-
2
ments, for here alone 7ilde "attains the siraT5licity of g-reat art."
In 1897 'Vilde was releasea from prison. Fe was avoided
everywhere. Fe was denied admission to hotels, his wife was prohib-
ited from seeing him; in short, he was an outcast. To show tlie
marked change effected by his imprisonment. Flower describes his new
mien; "The beat of social ostracism opened the wounds, but t?ie re-
tort, which woula hitherto, have been so quick to his lips, was never
3
uttered.
"
After disposing of the rest of his personal belongings at
his Tite St. home, "/ilde souf-ht refuge in France, where he lived for
the remainder of his years under the assumed name of Sebastian Helraoth.
At first he went to a quiet village near Dieope, where he led a se-
cluded but strangely contentea life in the comr)any o' the adiairing
tov/nspeople. At this time 'Tide found him the Oscar Tilde of four or
five years previous: "not the hard, strained, I'orceful 77ilde of the
4
Algiers, but tiie soft, pliable '/ilde of before uie crisis." 'Thile
here he wrote t'.vo pathetic but worthwile letters pleading for tlxe
kindlier treatment of little children in the English gaols. These
letters caused a considerable sensation when publisiiod on L!ay 26, 1897
in "The Daily Chronicle" of London.
1. Henderson, A. : "Interpreters of Life and the Modern Spirit ."
2. aianks, L. P. : "Oscar 7ilde*s Place in Literature. " P. 265
(in "T'j.e Dial " ; A^ril 16, 1910.)
3. Flower, ITewman: "The Three Interesting Sinners ". P. 151
4. flide. Andre; "Recollections of Oscar 7ilde". P. 48
(t
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Despite his intention not to go to Paris until he had
written a play, '7ilde finally yielded to the temptation. Fere he
resumeu a life of indulgence, and died at the Hotel D' Alsace, 13 rue
des Beaux Arts, on November 30, 1900 after a brief illness. Fis
death in this miserable hotel was tragically lonely. Only two of
his friends were present, one of whom. La Jeunesse, gives his im-
pression of 7ilde's last moments. He says, "All who saw him at the
close of his career, still spraying; forth the splendor of his wit
and his invention, whittling out of the golden, jeweled fragments of
his genius, v.-ith which he was to fashion and embroider the plays and
poems he still meant to do - who saw them proudly lifting his face
to the stars the while he coughed his last words, his last laughter,
- will never forget the tremendous, tragic spectacle as of one calm-
ly damned yet proudly refusing utterly to bend the neck." ^ A news-
paper reporter, in describing the loneliness of the death scene,
mentions that there was no one to watch the corpse, a stale order
pervaded the room, the sparse number of flowers did not arrive until
much later, and a din from the street pervaded the whole atmosphere.
I bethought me of the army of courtiers that was wont to tiirong
about him in London, and among whom there were always the most cele-
brated names of the aristocrat both of blood and letters. He seemed
then like a mighty monarch, lord over all the treasures that civil-
2ization can bestow. And now ••••»
1. La Jeunesse, E. Ibid. PP. 80, 81
2. "How Oscar '.7ilde Died." P. 394 (in "Current Literature ". Oct., 1906)
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He was buried in a cemetery at Bagneaux, four miles out-
side of Paris. Following the funeral cortege were only thirteen
people: a few friends and newspaper reporters. After the simple
services the funeral bell sounded "the Imell of a life of phantasms
and of dreams of impossible beauty, . • • . that, on a false
dawn, is the first rosy light of immortality." ^
It is curiously interesting to note that for the few years
following his death, people still believed \7ilde to be alive and
living in London. Many newspaper articles found their source in
this belief, and i*orwarded countless proofs of his existence. Fere
is one interesting interpretation at the time: "'7as not the bril-
liant lover of the paradoxical capable of making his very life and
death a paradox, and in the phrase of the Greek poet, *to be and
not to be, not being to be'? And was not the Unexpected, the Sen-
sational, the element in wtiich he loved to move in life and art?
And would it not be quite in accordance with his character to carry
to the last point of consistency the Christ pose, blasphemous perhaps,
which he adopted especially in his last book, 'De Profundis* ,and
2
from his tomb to roll the stone and rise from the dead?"
As a man Wilde could be said to be "better than his de-
3
faTiers; worse than his admirers." This "dandy of the green carna-
tion" certainly had commendable qualities despite his short-comings.
He was known to be faithful to his friends, aiaong mAiotq Sherard, Harris,
1. La Jeunesse, E: "Recollections of Oscar 7/ilde ." P. 83
{compiled and translated by Perciva!^ Pollard)
2. Vierick, G. S. : "Is Oscar 7ilde Living or Dead? " P. 88
3. Ellis, G.M.O. : "A Note on Oscar Wilde." P. 762
i1
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Gide, La Jeunesse, 31ei, Kernalxan, and others have always held hin
in the highest esteem. He hiuself is reputed to have said tliat
" 'Life is frightfully devoid of form. Its catastrophes occur in
the wrong places and to the wrong people. Grotesque horror plays
round about its coraeaies, and its tragedies wind up in farce. It
wounds you when you would approach it; it lasts too long or too
1
briefly. • This was certainly a reflection of his own life in
which he paid the penalty for his sins. ''He erred, but he repented
2
with the super-human humility of a saint." 7e are reminded of his
beautiful but pathetic expression of his own feelings as an outcast:
'•Society, as we have constituted it, will have no place for me, has
none to offer; but Nature, whose sweet rains fall on unjust and just
alike, will }iave clefts in the rock where I may hide, and sweet
valleys in whose silence I may weep undisturbed. She v/ill hang the
night with stars so that I may walk abroad in the darkness without
stumbling, and send the wind over my footprints, so that none may
track me to my hurt; she will cleanse me in great waters, and with
3bitterness make me whole," So let us, as iTature has, accept him,
if not for his personal life, for his value as thinker and artist.
Indeed, this attitude of acceptance and even tribute toward the man
has become more general since his death, for it is believed that
1. Blei, P. : "Recollections of Oscar v/ilde ." P. 91
2. "The Persistent Ilote in Oscar 7ilde's Genius ." P. 287
3. Scott, Temple : "The 7isdom of Oscar 7ilde. " (Introduction)
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"Death has cleansed him in great waters, and with bitter herbs
1
has made him whole", so that today he is steadily gaining his
rightful place in the world of literature. ••'Thenever a play of
Tilde's is revived, if the word 'revived' can be used in connec-
tion with anything so of the living present, there is instantane-
ously a stir among the intellectuals that no other writer can
2
create.
"
1. Flower, Newman: "Three Interesting Sinners ." P. 152
2. Row, Arthur: "Oscar 7ilde Still Lives." P. 433
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GOLIEDIES OF Mi^IHTEB
It was not until 1891 that Oscar Tilde first thou^>"nt of
making use of his natural wit in drama. Fis satisfaction at attain-
ing such great success by the use of tiiis "genre" as a mouthpiece of
his witticisms* led to the appearance of his four famous comedies:
*Lady Tindermere ' s Fan", "A '7oman of ITo Importance", "An Ideal Hus-
band", and "The Importance of Being Earnest."
imong the writers who have been attributed by critics as
models for "^ilde in the writing of his comedies arei Sheridan, whom
he is said to surpass in qualities of stage speech and action. Gold-
smith, de Musset from whom he borrows the secrets of fine comedy,
I>umas fils, and Sardou. It is said that his comedies are spiced with
the "grain de folie" of Gilbert and Sullivan's "Meilhac and Halevy".
So we may see that even in these four works, there is present that
imitative quality which has given Tilde the reputation that "he was
1
not an originator; he was . . • . a popularizer. " However, as
Tilde himself said: "The true artist is known by the use he makes
2
of what he annexes" and he, like Moliere and Shakespeare, used the
sturdier, old-fashioned type of plaigiarism which reveals originality
and sincerity in its treatment.
The "Prince of Paradoxers" tells us that his aim in formu-
1. "Oscar Tilde Among the Shades" . P. 459 (in "Current Opinion."
Oct., 1924.)
2. Shanks, L. P. : "Oscar Tilde's Place in Literature ." P. 261
(in "The Dial " April 16, 1910.)
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lating paradoxes was ''so to manipulate truth and falsehood as to make
the result startle one by appearing to reverse the existing standard."
The effective use of these epigranraatical statements is most evident
in the comedies, where very often the reader may detect a repetition
of some of the epigrams in more than one work, for, "Like the bird in
Browning* 8 verse 'Tilde:
'Sings each song twice over
Lest you should think he never could recapture
2
The first fine careless rapture.*
This profuseness of epigram and paradox gives a delicious sparkle to
Wilde's plays, so characteristic of his prompt, spontaneous Irish wit.
It is with question that we regard the criticisms of some that his
comedies are overloaded with spurious wit, for we deem this very touch
to provide the essential charm and keynote to the plays: nonchalance.
Let it be remembered that '7ilde*s sole purpose in writing was to amuse
and to exhibit his virtuosity through the use of such brilliant persi-
flage.
The time-worn technique and conventional construction of
his comeaies displays a sort of frivolous unity, showing that ',7ilde
was in general inspired by a pure love of decoration. Since he does
not lay stress upon the technique of his plays, the reader must over-
look the plot and construction of each as being unimportant. Dramat-
1. Kernahan, C. : "In Good Company. " P. 215
2. Shanks, L. P. : "Oscar V/ilde's Place in Literature ." P. 261
(in "The Dial " : April 16, 1910.)
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ically, his coiaedies are lacking: the conversation, in great i:)art,
is disjointed, incoherent, and raonentary, Arthur Synons most aptly
expresses the effect of these comic presentations: "Terse and prose
are spoken by carefully directed marionettes; songs, dialogues, and
dra'aas are presentea with changing scenery and bewildering lights.
At times the show:aan comes before the curtain and, cutting a caper,
argues, expostulates, and calls the attention of the audience to the
perfection of the mechanism by which his effects are produced and his
own skill in the handling of the wires." ^ From this we may see that
7ild6 refused to conform to rule in drama. Because of this non-con-
formity to the accepted rules of dramatic construction, Tilde achieved
no place in the great drama of his day, the "qua" drama, with which
we associate Ibsen, Fauptmann, Sudermann, Schnitzler, and "ervieu.
These plays are not important primarily for their plots.
However, despite the fact that the plots have been likened in regard
to their artificiality to those of Congreve, they are considered by
Symons to be ingenious, for he says that "/ilde "has presented life
jesting - gaily on the edge of a precipice over whicli no one quite
2
falls."
It is the consensus of opinion that Tilde is deficient in
character portrayal. Fis characters are poor, as they lack all evi-
dence of vital emotions or conflict of wills and passions. Although
1. Symons, Arthxir: Int. to "The Complete Torks of Oscar Tilde "
Vol. 9 P. XIII
2, Symons, Arthur: "A Study of Oscar Tilde ." ?. 74
<•
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they are usually puppets, or at best type fibres, they are none the
less interesting in trisir enbodir.ient of the convontions of En^rlish
life, and in tjieir essential use as mouthpieces for 'Vilde^s v/itticisras.
"They are puppets animated by puns; they bedazzle our judfrraent with
a pyrotechnic shower of epigrams. "!e are carried away by it all, but
we are left nothing- which we can carry away." ^ Arthur Hansome fur-
ther elucidates on their artificiality, ''^e says: " 'These rood 'vonon,
these unselfish psQudon:.-7n3us mothers, these r en of wit and fashion
discomforted to make a British holiday; tJieir temptations, tiieir
sacrifices, t?ieir defeats, are not taken from any drama played in
V/ilde's own mind, ^^e saw them and their adventures quite impersonally,
2
and no good art is impersonal.* "
As for dialogue, it has been said to be sur)erior to that of
an.7 Frencli, Gnman, or Italian camedy. 7ilde has the quality of pood
dialogue in a preeminent degree, revealing himself to be an excellent
talker, the "causeur par excellence." The sheer v/it and wisdom of
his frivolous conversation are inimitable. Txie facile flow of conver-
sation is the dominant note of 'Vilde's literary life, so thus, we may
say that he has invontea the drama of conversation. In describing
the eminence of this conversation, Infrleby tells us that it is"convorsa-
tion interlarded with no stilted sentences, no well (or ill) -rounded
periods, but such as that \*iich falls without conscious effort fraa
1. Shanks, L. P. : "Oscar 7ilde*s Place in Literature ." P. 262
2. "Placing Oscar Vilde in Literature ." P. 220 (in "Current Liter-
ature. " August, 1912.)
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the lips of people who, in whatever surroundings they nay be placed,
are, before all things, and at all times, thoroughly at their ease."
In answer to the objection of ;nany that it is :nost improbable that
all the personages would speak witn such a "scattering of sprightly
pleasantries'% ^ Ingleby tells us tiiat "Oscar V/ilde made every
person he depicted talk as he himself v/as wont to talk • • • •
he knew the social atmosphere he represented, had breathed it, and
1
was familiar v/ith all its traditions and mannerisms." Other
opinions had been held that 7ilde had sacrificed dramatic action
to this excellence of dialogue, but he "recognized, with his fine
artistic 'flair*, that mere talk, however admirable, will not carry
a play to a successful issue v/ithout a strong underlying stratum of
2histrionic interest to support it." Tiirough liis excellent use of
3
dialogue tnis critic avers, "7ilde has vitalized stagecraft."
It will be noted that in those comedies '7ilde makes use of
stage devices to help further the action. 4mong these v/e see the
employment of a fan, bracelet, glove, bag, or letter to identify
or incriminate someone. These devices and situations are strik-
ing, although not inevitable, nor in some cases even plausible. It
is for this reason that they are considered by some critics as
being superficial.
Oscar 'Tilde, through the writing of these four comedies.
1. Ingleby, L. C. : "OscarJTilde . " P. 96
2. Ibid. P. 97
3. Ibid. P. 100
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has done a great deal for literature in Eng-land. In the first
place, these comedies "brought back to the English stage a spirit
of comedy that had been for many years in mourning." ^ They re-
volutionized dramatic art. "Their author was acclaimed as a play-
wright who had at last succeeded in clothing stagecraft with tiie
vesture of literature, and with happy phrase, and nimble paradox
delighted the minds of his audience." ^ Further than this, he
popularized the reading of plays by the English people who had
heretofore regarded this "genreV as definitely inferior to the
reading of novels. These comedies are resplendent despite the
fact that they do not enlarge one*s mental horizon, appeal to the
sympathy, nor have excellent qualities of dramatic art. However,
their phenomenal success may be shown by the fact that during
the years 1892-1695 three of the plays were shown each nifi-ht in
London. The obvious improvement of "The Importance of Being
Earnest", his last comedy, over his first, "Lady Windermere* s Fan",
shows that 7ilde ;vas growing as a playwriglit, and his increased
power was paralleled only by the great monetary success and public
acclaim that were consequential to the writing of these plays.
Considering the foregoing, it is with wonderment that we
read './ilde's own advice concerning his comedies. "The plays are
not great. I think nothing of them but if you only know how amus-
1. "Placing Oscar Wilde in Literature ." P. 219 (in "Cui-rent
Literature": August, 1912)
2. Inglebv. L. C. 8 "Oscar \yilde." P. 95
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ing they areJ" ^ '7e feel more wont to take Ingleby*a viewpoint
when criticizing these plays: "Underlying these *pliraseological
inversions*, so daintily cooed by the dove, was the wisdom of the
serpent. It is the spirit of the poet speaking through the nedixira
of prose. It is the utterance of the great artist that must com-
pel attention even from the Philistines who set in the seats of
2
the scornful.
1. Henderson, A. : '*The Theater of Oscar '.yilde ." P. 18
(in "Overland llonthly" : July, 1907.)
2. Ingleby, L. C. ; "Oscar 7ilde ." P. 103
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•THE IHPORTAlTCi: OF BEim
Although chronologically the last of 'Tilde's comedies,
"The Iraportance of Being Earnest" is sufficiently superior to the
other three that it warrants the first consideration. In this
play of Oscar "Vilde, we -.vitness his nearest approach to originality.
He has evolved in this, the best of his four comedies of manner, a
draTiatic form of his own breaking awaj/, perhaps for the first time,
from tradition. It is the most serious, most brilliant, and most
sincere of his plays for the theatre and in literature. "7ith all
its absurdity, its psycholog:,' is truer, its criticism of life subt-
ler and more profound than that of the other plays. And even in
its technique it shows, in certain details, a breaking away from the
conventional well-made play of the 'seventies and 'eighties in fav-
our of the looser construction and more naturalistic methods of
1
the newer school."
We find that for the first time also ',7ilde's own nature
has "worked clearly in delight of itself, and achieved what is in
2
its own province a perfect work of art", not a comedy of manners
in the sense of its criticizing the follies of conventional society,
not yet a comedy of wit primarily, despite tl^ie obvious presence and
sustentation of wit tliroughout. Although certainly influencea some-
what by the drama of the Restoration period, and having an effect
1. Hankin, St. John: The Collected Plays of Oscar v/ilde ." P. 794
S. Drinkwater, John: Int. to "The Complete 7orks of Oscar 7ilde ."
Vol. 8, P. XI
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on the drana to follow, it may be said to be apart fron otlior plays
of English literature. The play is based upon passion, but conceals
this passion beneath ohe cloak of constructea p:aiety and nonsense.
This play shows that Wilde realizes 'with a subtlety that can hardly
be matched in our dramatic literature, that the coi.iraon intrigues of
daily life are not really the moralist's province at all, but inter-
esting only for the sheer amusement that can be got out of them*
Drintevater further elucidates 7ilde»s subsequent importance and rank
in the English stage as a consequence of this one evidence of orig-
inality to be found in "The Importance of Being Earnest." "Shake-
speare gave to the English stage a comedy as full of poetic passion
as great tragic art, Ben Jonson the comedy of humours, and Congreve
and his fellows the time comedy of manners, but 7ilde in his one
masterpiece ("The Importance of Being Earnest") brought into the
2
same company of excellence the comedy of pure fun."
This sublime psychical farce is surely the most perfect of
tilde's four comedies of manner. It is possessed of all their virtues
it lacks their defects. '7ilde for the first time becomes "himself" on
the stage, not attempting the serious, unless, perhaps, in the hand-
ling of the theme. Herrick expresses his conscious differentiation
between this and the other three comedies in an amusing, yet convinc-
1. Ibid. P. XIII
2. Drinkwater, John : Int to "The Complete Works of Oscar v/ilde "
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ing manner. "My enthusiasm for 'The Importance of Being Earnest*
is comparable only to ray dislike for Mr. Tilde's three other comedies."
^Thile he witnesses "The Importance of Being Earnest" annually, he says,
"Only a threat of death or dependence could compel (liira) to renew (hi^
acquaintance with 'A Woman of ITo Importance*, with 'An Ideal Husband*,
2
or with *Lady 'Vinderraere s Pan.* " In contrast to the perfect struc-
ture and sustained, brilliant humor of the first play, there is a
bald concession to theatrical fashion made in these last three. "The
Importance of Being Earnest" has little of the intellectual element
in its laugjiter. "Best of comedies, because of its consistent triv-
iality, across the footlights it produces the aching cheeks of a
3
farce." This perfect play of delirious nonsense upholds the con-
tention of its author that delightful work may be produced under bur-
lesque and farcical conditions. 'Tilde here is allowed great freedom,
which manifests itself in the use of great art for tlie sole purpose
of amusing.
Before studyin{r the play itself, it may be well to read
other opinions of critics, both favorable and adverse, in regard to
this piece. S. Marion Tucker, who is not in accord with Drinkwater
that "The Importance of Being Earnest" is of an original "genre",
classifies it with the comedy of manners with which we so inadvertently
associate Congreve and other of his contemporaries of the Restoration
1. Herrick, Landon: "A ',7om&n of Some Iiaportance . " P. 195
(in "The Drama ": April, 1930.)
2. Ibid.
3. Shanks, Lewis P. : "Oscar 7. Critically Studied." P. 14
(in "The Dial''
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period. Fe pays tribute in these words: . . . • It is still
the best comparatively recent exaiople of a type of play in which the
English have for ce^^turies especially excelled .... that of
the comed.v of wit and manners; it is in a sense dateless and is per-
ennially delightful; .... it '.7ill give pleasure to the reader -
that is, aside from any practical considerations, it is a kind of
tit-bit - of laguiappe - thrown in for the s}ieer joy of offering it
.... Its situations are perennially amusing and tlie jewels of
its ajnazing dialogue still sparkle brilliantly after a generation of
constant wear. Tucicer has even gone so far as to assert that t}iis
play }ias become a classic, "differing from other classics only in
2that it is read and staged often."
The enthusiasm of A. B. '7allcley is likewise contagious.
He upholds the true spirit of comedy found in t'lAs play as contrasted
with the inferiority of the other t/uree 7ilde comedies. "If the three
earlier comedies are less comedies than tissues of epigrams stretCiied
ana stretched sometiiing too thin, over a framework of conventional
romance, we must cry at any rate over "The Importance of Being Earn-
est" what they cried over 'les Precieuses "Ridicules' to Lloliere.
"Yoila enfin de la vraie co;nedie."
The critic, Arthur Symons, pays obvious tribute to this,
the greatest of the four comedies, in liis criticism of the comedies
1. Tucker, S. Marion : Int. to "Modern A:nerican and 3ritis}i ""lays ."
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of '/ilde as a group: "Fis quality of excellent talker helped to make,
in his plays of nodern life, the only real works of art in that kind
in England since Sheridan, and finer works, in sorae ways, tliat Sheri-
dan's .... He was a ^personality rather than artist, a person-
ality certainly more interesting than any of his -Tork, -'•d so i: is
natural and rif?ht tliat what is best in that work s?iOuld always sug-
gest actual talk, the talk of one who sT)OkG subtly, brilliantly, with
a darting and leaping intelligence. He was always at iiis best -vixen
he wrote in dialogue or in letter fora. Either fom allov/ed hin that
kind of intellectual freodora whic}i is required; the personal appeal,
either with a mask or without it." ^ Syuons says that "a great wit
who can condense that volatile essence into a permanent savour has
2
his place among artists." ";7e may easily deduct tiie implication and
important significance of this statement of Vilue's genius as a
writer of savory wit upon the greatest oi jxis comedies of v/it, the
play under discussion, whiich is, to be sure, a most fitting stage for
the expression of this, the greatest of "Vilde's talents.
No less convincing is coirjiaendation of Leonard C. Ingleby
who asserts that after the reading of "The Importance of Being
Earnest", "no one cjuld fail to be amused by its delicate persiflage,
its youthfulness, and its utter irresponsibility .... 7ere one
to take the works of Gyp, Gilbert, Henri Lavedan and Sheridan and roll
them into one, one would not even then obtain the essence of sparkling
1. Synons, Arthur: "A Study of Oscar 7ilde" (Chapt. 6, PP. 77-88)
2. Ibid.
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comedy that animates the play. It is a trifle, but how clever, how
artistically perfect a trifle.^ "
A consiaeration of the adverse criticism accorded 'Vilde
in the lipht of triis TDarticular drama cannot, in an equitable account,
be left unacknowledged. Georpe Bernard Shaw, v;ho is as often class-
ified v/ith 7/ilde in the category of Irish-born English writers, does
not appreciate the genius of Oscar 7ilde. However, he does admit
that Wilde could have been as great as Congreye, but he had never
attained his standards of perfection. 'Thile Shaw admits that his
forte was comedy and the criticism of morals "viva voce", he voices
his opinions of the relative insignificance and inferiority of "The
Lmportance of Being Earnest." He calls it "an essentially heartless
play .... Clever as it was", he states, "it was his first
2
real heartless play." 7e can detect the exception to Mr. Shaw's
usual adherence to the characteristic old-fashioned standards of the
Irishman in his ultra-modem criticism of morals;- lie contends that
V7ilde was conventional. "In the ot^jars (plays) tlie chivalry of the
eighteeth century Irishman and the romance of the disciple of The'o-
phile Gautier not only gave a certain kindness and gallantry to the
serious passages and tiie handling of women, but provided that
proximity of emotion without which laughter, however irresistible
,
is sinister and destructive .... In 'The Importance of Being
1. Ingelby, L. Y. : "OscarJTilde . " P. 149
2. Shaw and others: "That Never Dies - The T7ilde Dispute ." P. 351
(in "Current Opinion." Uar/, 1918.)
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Earnest* this spirit has vanished • ... It represents a real
degeneracy produced by its debaucheries." ^ It is interesting to
note here the possibly biased opinion of Ingleby upon the relative
insignificance of Shaw's "blatant nonsense" foisted on a credulous
public as wit as compared with the "coruscating bon mots" of Tilde.
Fe avers that this prevalent belief that the two men may be ^^ustly
compared shows "pitiful lack of intelligence and discernment" on the
part of the public. Fe says that it is "as well to compare goose-
berry -.vine to champagne, the fountains in Trafalgar Square to TTiag-
ara.
"
Likewise in G^ermany,where ',7ilde is known as the writer of
"Salome" (the high repute of which has warranted him a status com-
parable to that of Shakespeare), the critics take this play as a
basis for inimical opinions. They brand it as of no value w2iatever,
and censure its improbability. However, its apt subtitle, "A Trivial
Comedy for Serious People", upholds the refutation of the contribu-
tor to "The Sketch." '^Thy carp at improbability in what is confess-
edly the merest bubble of fancy? Thy not acknowledge honestly a
debt of gratitude to one who adds so unmistakably to the gaiety of
the nation?
The play has also been criticized unfavorably on other
4
grounds. One reputable critic has called it the least witty of
1. Ibid.
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Wilde's four comedies. The succeeding consideration of its
affluence of epigranaatic wit will give fair answer to t.^is conten-
tion - let us ^udge for ourselves upon this examination of the play
itself. The ultra-seriousness and involved elements of the situa-
tions in the pls^ are said to make it a maze. The entanglements
presented may, to the careless reader, prove di ficult to unravel,
but it hardly seems fair to use this reader as the criterion of our
judgment. Another basis for negative criticism is the obsejrvation
of the duplication of speeches - especially of the epigrams, which
may be seen occurring in exact form in more than one of the com-
edies. Perhaps this discovery will have the sa.ne effect upon us as
that upon Landon Herrick who avers that his "enthusiasm for 'The
Ijoportance of Beiiig Earnest' was somewhat dampened by noting these
duplications of speeches." ^
It is, then, v/ith interest t::at we read Tilde's own
opinion of the play -.vhen questioned as to its merits. In his char-
acteristic egotism, 7ilde tersely boasted that "the •J'irst act was
,.2
ingenious, the second beautiful, the third abominably clever.
However, as St. John Hankin iias pointed out, 7ilde perhaps did not
realize the true value of "The Iraoortance of Being Earnest", for he
condensed the original four-act version into its present three-act
form. As an additional significance, Fankin points out that "the
fact that he allowed it to be cut shows hia conteoflpt for playwrit-
1. Herrick, Landon : "A 7oman of Some Importance .*? P. 195
(in "iaie Drama" : April, 1930.)
2. Ingle^y, L. C. : "Oscar '7ilde. " P. 150
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ing as an art."
It is interesting to note one theory of the circumstances
underlying the creation of this masterpiece. One theory is that v/e
o./e "The Importance of Being Earnest" to the fact tiiat the Censor
prevented Sarah Bernliardt from playing "Salome" at the Palace Theatre.
For, tr:ouf-h ',7ilde had the secret of a wonderful laughter, he pre-
ferred to think of himself as a person with raagnificient dreams. He
would rather have been a magician than a Jester. . . • He was
unable to clothe magnificent emotions in evening- dress. But applause
was necessary to him. He made sure of it by the modern plays, and
had not a chance of securing it by anything else. So there are
2
four social comedies and only one *Salome.' " At any rate, it is
an excellent form of art, revealing ohe clearest nart of Tilde*
s
life; that part which was least uncontaminated and most delightful
to him.
In this play particularly we find evidence of the definite
influence of forerunners: dramatists and poets, both English and
French. Considered as an artificial comedy, or a comedy of manners,
it may readily trace its direct lineage back through Sheridan to
Congreve. In its characteristic style, as is true of all his works,
a combination of the essence of Keats and Sheridan may be seen in the
revelation of '.Tilde's love for beauty and his innate sense of comedy.
1- Hankin- St. John: "The Collected Plavs of Oscar '7ilde." P. 802
(in "Fortnightly Review.")
2. Editor: "Placing Oscar 7ilde in Literature." P. ^221
(in "Current Literature" : Aug., 1912)
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The style also reveals a distinctive trend toward that or Goldsmith.
Besides Sheridan's influence on his comedy, we note that Alfred de
Musset had an obvious effect upon the finer trends in his presenta-
tion of the hxinorous.
In a study of the play itself, a consideration of the
plot will first be made. This plot has been acclaimed as perfectly
constructed and the very essence of farce, but the artificiality and
improbability of the intrigue cannot be left unmentioned. However,
the admission on the part of "7ilde of his purposeful triviality as
expressea in the sub-title, belies the rather flaf,'rant statement of
A. B. 7alkley that "in plot, as in characterization, when ',7ilde
triea to be serious he succeeded only in being artificial."
^7o have, in his play, many complicated situations arising
from the creation of a fictitious brotner, Ernest, on the "pr.rt of
Jack '.Vortning in order to provide a suitable explanation to Cecily
Cardew, his young, romantic ward, for his frequent visits to the
city. "Thide there, he visits Algernon Moncrieffe, his rather gay
friend, who likewise has a fictitious acquaintance, Bunbury, whose
apparent illness calls Algy away on several occasions in the exploit
of"Bunburying". Jack is, in truth, a foundling who had been discov-
ered at a railway station inside a black initialed bag in which he
had been placed instead of a manuscript by his irresponsible governess.
His present engagement to Gwendolen Fairfax, Algernon's cousin, is
1. 7alkley, A. 3. : Int to "The Complete •7orks of Oscar Wilde'"
Vol. 7, P. XIII
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complicated by her mother's disapproval of his humble social status
and by Gwendolen's devotion to the nam* Ernest by which she knows
Jack, Algernon, in the meantime, has by a ruse ascertained the
address of Cecily whom he visits under the feigned name of Ernest,
Jack's brother, whom she has never met, but with whom she has already
fallen in love. She arrival of Jack, in mourning for the "death" of
his "brother"»and the subsequent arrival of (rwendolen and her mother
make the situation even more intricate. The misunderstanding between
Cecily and (^wen in regard to the real names of their fiances is
cleared only by the forced admission on the part of Jack and Alger-
non of their deceit. The disappointment of the two girls at not
marrying "Ernests" strengthens their friendships and is not appeased
by the suggestion that Jack and Algernon have themselves re-chris-
tened. The agitation is calmed by Miss Prism, Cecily's governess
and erstwhile governess of Jack, who reveals the truth of her acci-
dental desertion of him and the subsequent discovery of his parent-
age: the sister and brother-in-law of Lady Bracknell. Jack's
Christian name is learned to be really Ernest, so with both diffi-
culties overcome, he wins Gwendolen, and Algernon and Cecily are
reconciled after Algernon's explanation of the reason for his de-
ceit: solely for the purpose of seeing Cecily.
The ttieme of the play is insincere, although "its treat-
ment is more sincere than in any other work." ^ The extravaganza
1. Drinkwater, John : Int. to "The Complete '.7orks of Oscar 7ilde. "
Vol. 8, P. XII
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has as its basis this simple theme: the absurd complications aris-
ing from the use of aliases. Despite the incongruity of the facts,
w« fe«l that the underlying thought of this play is responsible,
in part, at least, for its great popularity.
TTilde's weakness in character portrayal is shown by the
fact that the characters for the most part lack depth and solidity,
he never snows their souls, but he gives their external manifesta-
tions, whims, mannerisms, ana social insincerities vividly and
agreeably, ^his weakness is preeminently true in "The Importance of
Being Earnest" where we find that 7ild« never probes into the inner
workings of the minds of any of his characters, but merely gives a
superficial view of each, obviously using them primarily as mouth-
pieces for his display of witticism.
Even Lady Bracknell, an iiaiiortal creation, called by
many critics the flower of '7ilde*s genius, is not profoundly drawn.
However, we grant that in so light a comedy, deep character portray-
al woula be superfluous. Lad^,' Bracknell, wliile she lacks all depth
and subtlety, is clearly drawn and has a brilliant surface; she is
one of '.Tilde's best characters. So here again we see an example of
his superiority in c?;aracterizing minor personages. She is a pe-
culiar ana rather ridiculous person, but she is not silly; nor is she
a shrew. She is of that pompous, domineering type of old lady that
Wilde is so adept at depicting. Her cross-examination of Worthing
in regard to his social status and parentage is particularly delight-
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ful. Of course, as "nas been pointed out, v/e can detect the chaminp
wit of Tilde filtering through such lines as: "To be born, or at
any rate bred, in a handbag, whether it had handles or not, seems to
rae to display a contempt for the ordinary decencies of family life
that remind one of the worst excesses of the French Revolution. And
I presume you know what that unfortunate raoveraent lea to? As for
the particular locality in v/hich the handbap was found, a cloak-
room at a railway station might serve to conceal a social indiscre-
tion - has probably, indeen, been used for that purpose before now -
but it could hardly be regarded as an assured basis for a recognized
position in good society." Her rather nonchalant, humorous manner
of expression is none the less firm, for she later asserts; "You
can hardly imagine that I and Lord Braclcnell would dream of allow-
ing our only daughter - a girl brought up with the utmost care -
to marry into a cloak-room, ana form an alliance with a parcel?
Good Morning, Mr. TorthingJ" The reader is genuinely amused by
Lady Bracknell's carelessness in forgetting the Christian name of
her brother-in-law as by the casual way in which she receives the
news of the real identity of Worthing, who is, in truth, her nephew.
Her last speech, showing her reaction to the love making of Jack and
Gwendolen, is typical of her mien throughout: "L3y nephew, you seem
to be displaying signs of triviality."
No less facetious are the characters of Jack and Algy.
They are idlers, but by no means worthless characters. Algernon is
0{ I
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©specially appealing for his quick turn of wit, which will be dis-
cussed in greater detail later. His flippant references to "bun-
burying", the strategy with v^ich he gains entrance to Cecily's
home, and his constant carefree ai^titude give a pert, nonsensical
turn to his profound remarlcs. V/e raneraber chiefly the perspicacity
of Algernon in formulating such witticisms as; "You don't seem to
realize that in married life three is caapany and two is none";
"the very essence of romance is uncertainty"; " • . girls never
marry th© men they flirt with." The evidence of egotism, shown by
such remarks as: "If I am occasionally a little overdressed, I
make up for it by being always immensely over-educated", is compar-
able only to the reputeu vanity of 7ilde himself. Jack 7orthing,
on the other hand, is more quiet in iiis mannerisms, although none
the less strategic in retaliating with sententious resT)onses and
deeas, as, for example, his refusal to give Cecily permission to
marry Algernon. In short, tiie two leading male roles of this
play are the essence of the comedy, making, at times, profound re-
marks, at other times speaking for sheer nonsensical amusement.
The characters of Cecily and Crwendolen are aepicted as
rather colorless, lacking in originality - mere types. The preva-
lent sarcasm caused by the misunderstanding that they are engaged
to the one Ernest '.7orthing is clianged to a coramon bond of friend-
ship when they learn of their mistake. True to the prophesy of
Jack, in half an hour after they meet they are calling each other
I#
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sister. Cecily's naive, youthful, romantic spirit is quite in con-
trast to the sophisticated, urbane poise of Gwendolen, who, incident-
ally, steps out of character upon occasions when she makes such epi-
grammatic statements as: '*The home seems to be the proper sphere for
the man. And certainly once a man begins to neglect his domestic
duties he bectnes painfully effeminate, does he not? And I don't
like that. It makes men so very attractive. Here again we see her
as the mouthpiece for '.7ild«.
Miss Prism and Canon Chasuble provide a touch of ''gentle
elegance" rather farcical in tone. Canon Chasuble is a pedantic,
overbearing clergyman who tsikes great delight in making use of allus-
ive, verbose language oftentimes at the expense of the unsuspecting,
incomprehensible Prism. They afford the reader such delightful scenes
as:
"Chasuble ; ... But I must not disturb Egeria and her pupil any
longer.
Miss Prism ; . . Egeria? Ijly name is Laetitia, Doctor.
Chasuble (bowing) A classical allusion merely, drawn from the Pagan
authors . . . . "
Through the person of Canon Chasuble, 'Vilde represents the
clergy of the Church of England as a rather conceited, ostentatious
group want to express non-sensical social, marital, and religious
viewpoints. In regard to Miss Prism, trie reader cannot but notice
the irrelevant touch of such remarks as; "No married man is ever
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attractive except to his wife"; "Llaturity can always be depended on";
"Men should be careful; this very celibacy lead weaker vessels astray.**
These are obviously not in keeping with her otherwise colorless,
apathetic nature.
The characters, then, while oftentimes used solely as
mouthpieces for 7ilde*s own witticisms and while they may be regard-
ed by .-nany as mere puppets, do, to be sure, assume a consistent and
steadily maintained poise, typically English, essentially 7ilde. In
this play 7ilde has successfully defied one of Galsworthy's plati-
tudes concerning drama: that a dramatist should not "suffer his char-
acters to act without making his audience feel that those actions
are in harraony with tenperament , and arise frora previous knom act ions,
together with the temperaments and previous known actions of the
other characters in the play."
^
, A discussion of the dialogue of "The Importance of Being
Earnest",, as indeed of all of v/ilde*s comedies of manner, strikes
upon the essence of the play: wit. The lipht dialogue in this play
is excellent; the serious dialogue is poor. The conversations be-
tween Jack and Algernon, ijiose of Prism and Canon Chasuble, as also
the dialogue afforded by Gwendolen and Lady Bracknell are filled with
the sparkle of wit and are excellently written as intended frivolity
and succeeding in this purpose. On the other hand, v7hen we regard
the pseudo-serious passages, as for examiole, in Act III when a dis-
r
1. Galsworthy, John: "The Inn of Tranquility." PP. 194-5.
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covery of Jaclc Torthing* s true identity is raado, a decided inferior-
ity of effect nay be discerned, for tine very nonchalance, iraprobab-
ility, and irrelevant li£?itness of the dialogue here make the result
decidedly poor.
'Then we consider the vast success of this play with its
succint dialogue, not adhering to the usual rules of playwriting, v/e
note a second defiance to a platitude of Galsworthy, who says that
"the reason good dialogue is seldom found in plays is merely that
it is hard to write, for it requires not only a knov/ledge of what
interests or excites, but such a feeling for cliaracter as brings
misery to tlie dramatist's heart when his creations speak as they
should not speak - ashes to his mouth v/hen they say things for the
sake Of saying tiiera - disgust when they are 'smart'. 2he art of
writing true uramatic dialogue is an austere art, denying itself
all license, grudging every sentence devoted to the mere machinery
of the play, suppressing all jokes and epigrams severed from char-
1
acter, relying for fun and pathos on the fun and tears of life."
Wilde shows in this play a perfect understanding of dram-
atic speech. In contrast to the other comedies, every word of this
play is a "mot juste" an art masterea by '7ilde ana so aijtly ex-
pressed by the French. Perhaps considered from the viewpoint of
their aptitude to tiae character of ti.o person speaking, they cannot
be justly called "mots justes", but certainly from the standpoint
1. Galsworthy, Joim: "The Inn of Tranquility ." P. 195
•_
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of effective huiaor, the dialo^e is incomparable. The excellent ef-
fect produced by '7ilde*s skillful handlinf^ of words is expressed
by Tucker who says that the dialogue of this play •reaclies t?ie
heif'hts of superficial cleverness and satirical point; each line
ripples into laughter." ^
Tiie very title of the play is a pun and thus indicative
of the atmosphere pervadinfr the entire piece. Sheer fun and Ixilar-
ity are afforded hy the untold genius of 7ilde as v/it. Paraaox,
indeed, seems to be the ke:/note of "The Importance of Being Earnest.'
Its very treatment is r)aradoxical. "That t/iis fliwant piece of
2
studied insincerity should be a sincere v/ork of art is a paradox."
In all probability the life of this play is due to the universality
of its epigrams. To take samples o^ ti^ose haphazard, v;e remeinber
such apparent absurdities as: '^TZhat is t^ie use of the lov/er classes
unless they set us a rood example"; "llore than half of modern cul-
ture depenus on what one s}.ouldn*t read"; "T^esitation of an;' kind
is a sign of mental decay in trie young, of physical weakness in t?ie
old"; "I dislike arguments of any kind. The;/ are always vulgar,
and often convincing"; "All women become like their mothers. That
is tiieir tragedy. No man does. That's his"; "The only way to be-
have to a woman is to inake lo 7e to i.er, if sjie is pretty, and to
some one else if she is plain"; "The truth isn't quite the sort of
thing one tells to a nice, sweet, refined girl." \Je also remember
1. Tucker, 3. Llarion : Int. to; "The Iriportanco of 3oinf" Earnest ."
P. 269 (in "Ilodern Araerican ana British Plays .")
2. Ibid.
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such pithy, unforgettable lines as the observation rjade by Lady Brack-
nell concerniniEr land as an investiaonc v/hen she is Questioning Jack
Vorthinf: as to his eligibility as a suitor of Trv/endolen: "'/hat be-
tween the outies expected of one during one*s life- time, ana tJie
duties exT)ected from one after one*s aeath, land has ceased to be
either a profit or a oleasure. It {rives one position, and prevents
one from keeping iu up. That's all tliat can be saic about lar.c."
'Then ve read these epigrammatic statements. Ye are deeply impressed
by their aptness and choicenoss of expression. 7e excuse 7ilde for
roTDeatinp the mradoxes O"^ his other works in his stage aialoguos.
In fact, many of these ./itticisms are so appropriate oven now that
they have become almost co.mraonplace , anc they Justify the status of
7ilde as a source for present-day cleverists, some of v;hon, as Toel
Cowara, have attained current popular success on the merits of their
wi uticisms.
As an added feature of the success of a comic element,
let us regard tne entrance of Jack 7orthing in Act II, an incident
that has been called "the most visually comic on tiie L'nglish stap-e."
'7orthing has come, dressed in mourning, to tell of liis fictitious
brother's death, ignorant of the fact that Moncrieff has arrived in
the guise of Ernest. The significance o ' the situation is revealed
to the eye before a word is spoken. This is a supremo example of
".7it in action" and always causes a lauf-hinp" reaction on tiiQ part of
the audience.
•c
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Despite 7ilde's failure to consciously adhore to rules of
playwriting, we note in the structure of this play e::aniples of drani-
atic aevices anu sta^e business effectively used. It may be said
thdt each device usea serves to augment the co;nic e lenient of the
play, paramount among these devices is the use of dramatic irony.
Algernon's references to ti.e 'death" of Bunbury are particularly
amusing:
'*Lady Bracknell; Dead? Trien aid lir. 3unbury die? f^is
death must have been extremely sudden.
Algernon (airly) : Oh, I killed Bunbury this afternoon.
I moan poor Bunbury died this afternoon.
Lady Bracknell: "Tliat did he cie of?
Algernon: Bunbury? Oh, he was quite exploded.
Lady Bracknell: Sxplodedt "/as he the victim of a revol-
utionary outrage? I was not av^aro that
Ur, Bunbury was interested in social
legislation. If so, he is well punished
for his morbidity.
Algernon: Uy dear Aunt Augusta, I mean he v/as
found out. iiie doctors found out that
Bunbury could not live, this is what I
mean - so Bunbury died. -
7e have a similar humorous outcomo from the use of dramatic irony
upon the occasion of Jack's arrival at the lianor T^ouse where he ex-
1
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plains the death of his brother, Ernest.
There are likewise examples of the use of finger post,
well-hanaled exposition, proparjition, exciting; force, the observance
of the unities, expectation and 3runoti^re*s lav7. To cite a single
example* Algernon* s response to Jack*s prophecy that in half an hour
after they met, Cecily ivna G.venaolon \.'oulci be calling oacli other
sister, gives the reader a hint as to the subseouent meeting of the
to young ladies. Fe says: ""/oraon only do that ./hen they have called
each other a lot of other things -irst." In consideration of the ex-
position, 7ilde has very cleverly told us zhq relationship of the
characters, and the situation in ^ne play by the dialogue in tiie
opening scene bet'.veen Jack and Algernon, .vho likewise ^orepare us for
the arrival of Gwenaolen ana. a meeting '.7ith Cecily. The exciting
force of the play seems to be in the arrival of Lane .'ith tlie cig-
arette odse which Algernon has found. As to his observance of the
unities, a reflection v/ill reveal that ./?.ile '/ilde adhered strictly
to the unities of olace and action, -he play taking place in London
and its environs, and developinfr the one incident of Jack's -ore-
tendec identity, the time covereu v/as possibly over tv/enty-four hours.
Bruneti^re's law v/as obeyed here, as laay be expected, for tlius the
interest tlirourhout centered upon the unravelling- of some difficulty.
The interest '/as also kept by the use of the device expectation.
After Act I tiie reader looks for\7ara to the meeting of Algernon and
Cecily and to the result of Jack's aeception; after Act II we wonder
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-.vhether Twendolen ana Gecilv v/ill continue in their present aevotion
to the name Ernest and .vnetaer Jack's identity v/ill bo revealed.
The sta^o business in this play is most important. Throufrh
the correct interpretdt ion .;e ret the nonchalant attifade of Algernon
throug-nout, the perfection v/ith v/hich the characters speak, and other
effects significant to the success of tlie play. 'Jhe use of the hand-
bag in v/nich Jack '.7as found is said to be an unparalled invention
helping to laako this a perfect play, [fliis una tiie story of Miss
Prism seem natural in tiia make-up atmosphere, the "high fantastical
plane of olie play", ^ thus sho'.vin.p- /ilae's excGllLrnt use of tiie aovice
verisimilitude. j?h6 uje of curtains in his particular play is no
less artful. In .the other comedies '7ilae .nade use of the "strong"
curtain, using the regulation farcical tableau. The casujil ending
of each act of "The Importance of Being Earnest" brings about a nat-
uralistic effect, not obvious to the superficial observer. The
greater art required to bring about an effective ending in this eas-
ier, less striking way conceals itself.
Since this play is dramatized so potjularly, it mipiit be
well to consider some very helpful suggestions given by Clarence
Stratton on t>-is score. pointr- out the difficulty of producing
an English comoay of manners, especially for an Aiaerican group. It
is a aecided aavantage if the American coach has witnessed an Eng-
lish production of the r)lay in order to better enable iiis cast to
1. Talkley, A. 3. : Int. to "Tiie Comiolote Torks of Oscar 'Vilde ."
Yol. 7, P. XI7
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portray the characters to best advantafre: the caln, nonchalant atti-
tude of Jack and Algernon, v/ho provide most of the liumor in the play
should not be such tnat -.vill depict tlion as worthless and silly;
Lady Bracknell's peculiarities should not be au^ynonted into silli-
ness or turbulence; Miss Prism and Canon Chasuble shoulu be shown
as farcical characters. In short, although the play is artificial
in itself, it should not be acted artificially. Stratton points
out that speech in this play is paramount to carrying out the idea
of the plot, and tnat "some directors waste too much time in cos-
tuming and not enough in helping actors to s"oeak good English enter-
taimng..
"
It is interesting to note the rapidity with which "?he
Importance of Being Earnest" gained popularity. Then it first
aopeared in London, most of the critics vere horrified and disgus-
2
ted with it, calling it "an insult to the public." Its reception
in ITew York was equally as discouraging, as it was considered
3
there a "flippant trifle." "But", as Ingleby has said, "ho.v clever,
3
how artistically perfect a trifle." This critic further points out
the effect of rollicking laughter which it has upon its London
audience, and the similar effect upon the more reading of the play.
One critic aptly summed up the effect of this play: "its title was
1. Stratton, Clarence: "Dramatizing "flie Imioortance of Being Earnest *
P. 50 (in "?heatre L'agazine." March, 1931.)
2. 'j?ucker, 3. Liar ion: Int. to "The I;n-)Ortunco of Being Earnest ."
P. 269 (in "Llodern .Araerican and British Plays .")
3. Inerlebv. L. C. : "Oscar "7ilde." P. 149
1
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a pun, its story a conundrum, its characters lunatics, its dialogue a
•galimatias', and its termination a 'sell'." ^ It seems a pity that
since this was his last play, its pronice ./as never fulfilled, for
had he continued in this manner, he migiit have started a group of
plays that "discarded tne machine-made construction of t}ie Scribe-
Sardou theatre • • • • and begun to use the drama as an artist
should, for the expression of his own personality, not the manufac-
2
tured clever pastiches."
1. Ibid, ?. 150
2. Hankin, St. John; "The Collected plays of Oscar /ilde ." P. 793
tin "The Fortnightly Review.")
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"LADY 7irDMg.I2?J:*3 FAIT"
On a spring nig-ht of 1892, "Lady "yindemere' s ?an", the
first of Oscar 7ilde's comedies, was presented for its premier show-
ing. The vast success of the play was unprecedented - that is, with
the audience - and placed the author at one© "upon a pedestal in the
Valhalla of the Drama." This grand acclaim was due to the brilli-
ant dialogue, and the sparkle of the epigrams which gave it a new flavor
so readily accepted by its English audience. Ho-vever, this very new-
ness for vdiich the critics had been for so long clamoring received a
hostile reaction on their part, for they contended that Oscar '7ilde
had broken do;ra the rules of the drama. Yet since they had to buf-
fet the unsurmountable opposition, public opinion, their aduission
of 'Tilde* s great talent was necessitated, and as a result, their
adversity proved to be of little significance.
The play has been called "a piece of egregious trickery in
2
the light of melodraraatical plots and improbable characters." It
has even been regarded by some few critics as the most celebrated of
7ilde*s comedies, although this place is usually ceded to "The Impor-
tance of Being Earnest." notwithstanding the fact that Ibsen's in-
fluence is not apparent in 'Jilde*s work ("unfortunately", according
to many critics), this play has a definite similarity to Ibsen's
1. Ingle by, L. C. : "Oscar 7ilde ." P. 95
2. Tucker, S. M. : Int. to " The ImiDortance of Being Earnest ." P. 267
(in: "Modern American and British Plays.")
1
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"Ghosts", and is grenerally considered to be more natural and effec-
tive in its symbolism than the work of the great Scandinavian writer.
Of such excellence is its treatment, that it more readily adapts it-
self to a stage presentation than any of 7ilde*s other comedies.
A study of the analysis of the play will reveal its relative
merits and defects. This analysis will include a consideration of
the essential parts of the play and their treatment by 7ilde.
The plot, althoup-h it has been called ingenious for its
qualities of gaiety and suspense, is obviously threadbare, trite,and
melodramatic. "It is an old tale of intrigue which has done duty on
the stage over and over again. It has inspired many a play. But
• • • . it is in its treatment by the accomplished hand that the
novelty of drcjna lies. And here -.ye have an interesting example of
how old lamps may be made to look new at the touch of the magician*
s
wand." ^ Its flashing dialogue conceals the time-worn plot of happy
love endangered by the temptations of an adventuress, the hair-breadth
escape of the wife, evidence of self-sacrifice, and finally reconcili-
ation.
At the opening of the play we have the happy marriage of
Lord and Lady '7indermere, a devoted young couple, endangered by the
discovery on the part of Lady Tinderraere ,throtigh the aid of the
prattling Duchess of Berwick, that her husband has been paying large
sums of money to Mrs. Erlynne, a notorious divorcee, who is trying to
1. Ingleby, L. G. : "Oscar_7ilde . " P. 107
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reinstate herself in Society. Lady "Tinderniere's great concern over
the affair is augmented by her husband* s demand that she invite Ilrs.
Erlynne to her birthday ball. Lady Margaret vows to insult the
woman by striking her with her fan upon her arrival at the party.
It is then that v7e learn that Mrs. Erlynn is, in truth. Lady Tinder-
mere's mother, who had deserted her at babyhood and whom she believes to
be dead. She has now come to her son-in-law and is using her posi-
tion as a hold upon Lord '.Vindermere who aids her financially and
socially in attaining her goal in order to conceal her identity ^rom
his wife. On the ni^t of the party Mrs. Erlynne arrives without
the threatened insult of Lady 'Yindermere, who drops her fan after
she has clutched it for the blow. Lirs. Erlynne' s great popularity
with both the men and women at the party is overwhelming. It is at
the end of the evening, when Lady 7indermere sees her husband talk-
ing confidentially to the divorcee* that she decides, in her anger
and jealousy tto accept the offer of Lord Darlington and go to his
rooms. The letter which she leaves for her husband is found by llrs.
Erl^mne who suddenly awakens to the seriousness of the situation and
vows to save her daughter. After inducing Lord Augustus, her great-
est adTJirer, to detain Lord 7indermere, she follows Lady 7indermere
to Lord Darlington's rooms. There she finally succeeds in persuad-
ing her of her husband's innocence and to return to him and her
baby. It is then that Lord Darlington and some friends, including
Lord 7indermere, who is still being waylayed by Lord Augustus, re-
1
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turn fror.T thoir club, i'ron t:.eir hiding place behind tlio curtain,
Mr. Erl3mne and Lady /inderrnero can hear Lord '/indermere ' s avowal
to search tlio house for his .vife, v/horn he suspects to be there v/lien
he finds her fan on the table. At this moment Lad,7 "/inaerfnere es-
capes as I'rs. ilrlynne cxies fortix, explaining tJiat slie had taicen the
fan by :nistalce from the "Tindennere hoae. Thus, Lad;r /indemere is
saved and Ilrs. Erlynno is exposed to tlio disapproval of Loru 7inder-
inere and his friends for her presence at Lord Darlington's apartment.
The play ends by a reconciliation of ti.e youn^r couple v/ithout any
explanation of LIrs. Erlynne's identity or of Lady 7indermere* s show
of infidelity. There is a touchinf? scono bet'.veen the mother and
daughter curing- -.vhic]! Lady ".7indermore gives her fan and a picture of
of herself and her baby to Ilrs. Erlynne, who is about to leave
London as the bride of Lord Au^nastus.
The theme is t.^roical of the l^rench school, built about
the eternal triangle idea. Tilde, in this play, seems to be making
a plea for a bestowal of .justice upon the indiscrete anci an adoption
of a sinrle standard of morals. This idea is spoicen by Lady Tinder-
mere './ho says: "I don't think now tliat people can be divided into
the good and tiie bad, as tliourh they were two separate races or cre-
ations. "
The ciiaracterization of this play, as may be expected, is
not of primary significance. The characters for the most part do
not possess great vitality. Some of the minor characters, as Lord
•
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Augustus and Dumby, are no re real than the mechanical Lord and Lady
Tindemere. However, they all serve their paramount purpose as
mouthpieces for tlie epigraramatical statements of Tilde »and by his
use of verisimilitude, v;e picture them as typical society people dis'
playinf" social ease in the drawing roOTi. ^he Duchess of Ber.vick
"dates the play as distinctly as the elaborate diction dates those
of Sheridan and Goldsmith. She is as extinct as the dodo." ^ '7e
see her as the loquacious, domineering mother who so annoyingly
busies herself with the affairs of others. The irony of her refer-
ence to her daughter as a "chatter-box" is made evident by the fact
that Lady Agatha utters merely two words throu^iout the entire play:
"Yes, Uaiama" - and these so repeatedly and in such a meek manner as
to mark her as the weak, colorless, docile figure tliat we find her
to be. Lord Augustus is a frood-natured, effusive, nervous, witty,
broad-minded, but rathergullible gentleman who marries I.Irs. Erlynne,
the central figure of the play. She personifies the strength of
mother love and the heartaches of the social outcast. It is her
awakening and subsequent sacrifices - her unselfishness toward Lady
Windermere - which provide the central interest of the play. Her
daughter and son-in-law are perhaps a bit over-idealized and un-
natural in this setting of London society to "fit in." Their
friends are typically society people - superficial, type characters
and "puppets for Oscar /ilde*s piins."
1. "Oscar "Jilde " P. 724 (in : "The ITineteenth Century" ; Apr., 192
1•
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It is this brilliant persiflage which is the savinp jprace
of the play. In this play, although not to so great an extent as in
"The Importance of Being Earnest", we anticipate what each character
will say next as well as awaiting each subsequent action. The more
serious dialogue reveals itself to be unnatural as compared with the
graceful ease of the trifling repartee. The note of comedy in this
play is subdued somewhat by the tone of tragedy and seriousness,
as this is often called Tilde* s "serious comedy". However, the
dialogue is permeated by the use of epigrams and paradoxes. The
sub-title itself is paradoxical: "A Play About A Good 7oman".
This title is connotative of the true goodness of llrs. Erlynne, who
has the reputation of a "bad" woman, shown by her great sacrifice
for Lady Tinderraere compared with that of her daughter who retains
the reputation of virtue despite the fact z'nat she evidences the
same innate weaknesses. The title substantiates Lady "/indermere'
s
statement that: "'.That are called good women may have terrible
things in i;hem, mad moods of recklessness, assertion, jealousy, sin.
Bad women, as they are termed, may have in them sorrow, repentance,
pity, sacrifice."
Among the epigramatical statements that are remembered
from this play are:- "scandal is gossip made tedious by morality";
"In this world there are only two tragedies. One is not getting
what one wants, and the other is getting it."; a cynic is "a man
who knows the price of everything and the value o^ nothing."; "a
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sentimentalist .... is a man who soes an absurd value in
everything, and aoesn*t know the market price of any single thing";
"Ideals are dangerous things. Realities are better. They wound,
but they are better."
This play may readily be remembered for some of its
effective scenes, ^ong these skillfully handled scenes are the
effective entrance of Mrs. Erlynne into the V/indermere ballroom,
where Lady '7indermere fails to carry out her threat to insult llrs.
Erlynno by striking her with her fan. The reader and audience have
been raised to a pitch of expectation which is abated instantaneous-
ly by the dropping of Lady 7inderraere*s fan. Another touching
scene is the tragic awakening of IJrs. Erlynne when she reads the
letter which her daughter has written to Lord /indermere. Equally
as appealing are the scenes where L2rs. Erlynne persuades her daughter
to leave Lord Darlington's rooms, and in Act IV where Lady Tinder-
mere tells her of her ideal, her mother, and gives her as tokens of
remembrance her photograph and fan. However, the acme of effective-
ness is reached by 'Jilde in Lhe third act, in Lord Darlington's
rooms, where he creates such a powerful effect of contrast. The
serious, pathetic scone bef.veen Llrs. Erlynne ana Lady 7inaerraere is
suddenly interrupted by the arrival of Lord Darlington ana his
friends who indulge in light, fraudulent repartee. The pathos of this
scene betrays "7ilde*s efficacy in "touching the heart strings" of his
readers and audience. Here he is tne poat speaking to tiie heart.
•f
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7ilde uses the fan in this play as the dramatic device.
The repeated references to it are most effective. It follows as an
undercurrent tlirouphout the play; at first a birthday gift from her
husband, the "fatal fan" becomes the intended ap-ency for insultinp
Mrs. Erlynne, fails in its purpose, ana finally after alraost incrim-
inating her at lord Darlington's roraas, the fan comes into the possess-
ion of Mrs. Erlynne \7ho receives it as a gift frcra Lady 'Vinderraere.
Fere again we see that './ilde has, perhaps unintentionally,
made use of dramatic technique in the forms of dramatic irony, finger
post, expectation, retardation, and other devices. The most ryreva-
lent of these is the use of dramatic irony which prevails in all the
scenes between I.!rs. T::rlynn6 and her daughter. The eraploymRnt of
this device serves, in this play, to augment the pathos and prevailing
sadness. It also helps to formulate an effective ending, for Lord
and Lady '.7inderraere each have divergent reasons when they speak to
Lord Augustus;
"Lord /indermere: Tell, you are certainly marrying a
very clever woman.
Lady V/indermere : (talang her husband's hand)
Ah. You're marrying a very good
woman.
"
To cite one example of finger post. Lord 7inderrnere, after
his wife's threat to insult Mrs. Erlynne ,says: "Uy God. "Vhat shall
I do? I dare not tell her who this woman really is. The shame would
0#
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kill her." In these words he gives a surgestion as to Mrs. Erly^me's
real identity, or at least he points to the future revelation and
the agitation incidental to the whole natter.
The expectation at the end of each act of '•I/ady '7inderraere* s
Pan" is skillfully aroused by the author. At the end of Act I the
audience or reader is interested to know whether Lady 7indermere will
insult Mrs. Erlynne, who LIrs. Erlynne really is, and v/hether the mar-
ital haiopiness of the 7indermere*s will be terminated by the arrival
of the divorcee. After Act II the audience is "called back from the
smoking room" to learn whether Mrs. Erlynne will succeed in detain-
ing Lady Tindermere from her purpose, or whether Lord /inderraere will
learn of his wife's devotion. At the end of the succeeding act we
are anxious to read of the outcome of the play: the success of Lady
Tindermere in deceiving her husband, the rasult of Ilrs. 2rlynne*s
sacrifice, and, as has been of interest triroughout, whether Lady
"Windermere will learn Llrs. Erlynne* s real identity.
It is the emplo:;ment of retardation in this pla^' ./hich has
inspired Symons to call it a presentation of life jesting - "gaily
on the euge of a precipice over which no one quite falls". ^ For
this is precisely the effect given. Although they augment the melo-
dramatic effect, they are none the less interesting to recall: IJrs.
Erlynne drops the letter to Lord Vindermere and he, in turn, picks it
up only to recognize the hand\7riting; Lady Tindermere at first re-
1. Symons, Arthur: "A Study of Oscar 7ilde." P. 74
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fuses to follow IJrs. lirlynne's suggestion tnat she return to uer
husband, in tlie meatt.vhile giving Lord Larlin^ton and his friends
ample time to return; Lord Tindemere, by prolonging his departure
from Lord Darlington's rooms, discovers }iis v/ife's fan on the table;
Lady ^inderjaere* s hesitation in explaining her desertion to her hus-
band is interrupted by the entrance of Parker una subsequent arrival
of Mrs. Erl:,mn6.
The exposition of this play is very well i-xanuled, as it is
by the natural conversation of Lady ~7indermere ind Lord Darlington
that the former reveals to us ti^at her mother had died when she v/as
very young. Likewise, through the dialogue of Lad^r "/indermere and
tlie Duchess of 3er.7ick we hear of Lord '.Yindemere* s strange attrac-
tion to Mrs. 'Erlyiane*
In regard to the dramatic structure of the play, the
exciting force comes with the ne.vs that Lord '.Tinderraere has been
paying money to :xs. Erlynne. The conflict is, on zlie one side.
Lord 7inderraere' s desire to keep the identity of Ilrs. Zrlynne from
his wife and the desire on the part of I.Irs. Erlynne to ^reserve
the marital haoniness of her daughter. The supreme crisis takes
place .7hen the fan is uiscovered in Lord Darlington's room ^nd Ilrs.
Erlynne takes tne blame for having left it on tho table. The
tragedy of iier words reveals concealea heroism. The curtain falls on
breathless suspense.
From this study we may readily appreciate the tribute of
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one critic in regard to this play: *Lady '/inderrnere* s Fan* as a
specimen of true comedy is head anc. shoulders above any of its con-
temporaries* It has nothing- in common with farcical comedy, -.vith
didactic comedy, or the * literary* comedy.'- of which -vve have heard so
mucn of late from disaiopointed authors, whose principal claim to
literature apoears to consist in being undraraatic. It is a dis-
tinguishinp note of !Ir. Tilde that he has condescended to learn his
business, and has v/ritten a v7oriCnanlike play as -.veil as a e-ood
co.aedy. /itiiout th-it it v/oulu be v/ortliless. After writing this
play, ^Ide hLmself said: "I took the drama, the most objective form
taiown to art, and made it as personal a mode of expression as tlie
lyric or sonnet; at the sajne :;irae I widened its range and enriched
2
its characterization."
1. Ingleby, L. C. : "Oscar /ilde »" ?. Ill
2. Sj/mons, Arthur: "A Study oC Oscar "VilQe ." P. 73
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Unlike its oredecessor, "Lady 7inderrnero ' s Pan", this
play, "A 'Voraan of No Importanoe", was not received bv any loud
acclaini on the part of the audience, Hather, they v/ere cisappoin-
ted because of the lacking interest in its dramatic olement. They
had anticipated a play with superior stagecraft, a better plot,
and more skillful construction - in siiort, a play of stirring appeal
and instead they listened to brilliant dialogue in large part super-
fluous to me in/iorent action. Especially offensive to this audi-
ence was the radiccil tone of the first act: a defiant scene where
plot was entirely forgotten to an interplay of paradox and epigram.
7ilde himself, in his "Soul of IJan Under Socialism" exalts this
innovation: "If a plaj"- has an- artistic first act \/hose value is not
realized until the third or fourth act, the spectator should not
complain, but should sit quietly back, for he is there to realize
an artistic tei-nperaraent. * Fe is there to contemplate the work of
1
art and forget his egotism." He then explains that the work of
art should doninate the spectator, not the spectator dominate the
work of art. This, of course, v/as not an accepted point of view,
and the public still objected to the prolonged superficiality of
the first act. Considering this, great acclaim must be given to
7ilde for the original long run of the t)lay and the subsequent
1« Scott, Temple; "a?he 7isdom of Oscar 7ilde ." (Introduction)
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revival. This success may be ascribed to the dramatic, omotional
value of the last two acts .yhich were of sufficient interest to the
audience to vanauish their prejudiced opinion of the beginninfr of
the play.
After Llr. Tree's revival of the play, one critic expressed
his justification of the style of the beginning of this play, ^^e
incidentally pays homage to Tilde's skill as writer: ' Let all
that can be urged against this pla.v be granted. !Tone the less is it
worth watching the "dramatis personae" do nothing, so long as the
mind 'nay be tickled by this unscrupulous, fastidious wit. And, even
if all the characters speak in the same accents of paradox, their
moods, the essentials of them, are differentiated with a brilliancy
of expression which condones the lack of dramatic movement. These
things, alone, evoke ray gratitude to !!r. Tree for reviving so in-
teresting and individual a comedy .... For even tliose utter-
ances which seem to be mere phraseological inversions are fraught
with much wisdom, and tr^e major part of the dialogue reflects the
mind of a subtle and daring social observer."
^
The plot of this play is typically a melodrama, ^owever,
as may be evidenced by its popularity as sho-.Tn above, it has defin-
ite interest for the audience and reader. Despite the fact that
plot interest is not introduced until the meeting of Lord Illing-
worth with I.Irs. Arbuthnot - a point quite far alonp in the play -
we do become adequately concerned v/ith the characters and with the
1. Ingleby, L. C. ; "Oscar 7ilde.'* P. 122-5
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new complications to have our interest sustained throughout.
The plot, briefly, is concerned with London society life.
At a gathering at the country home of Lady Hunstanton raoet, among
other guests, Hester '7orsley, an American girl, who is in love 7/ith
Gerald Arbuthnot, a young man about nineteen years old, who has
just been selected, much to the appraisal of the guests, as Secre-
tary to Lord Illingworth, a"rou/", and the most prominent of the
guests present. Gerald's mother, who arrives at the party during
the evening, shows her marked disapproval of her son's new posi-
tion when she learns that Lord Illingworth is, in truth, the
father of Gerald, and the man also had deserted her, unmarried,
some twenty years before. Siie does all in her power to persuade
her son to refuse the offer, and, driven to extremity in her dis-
tress, tells Gerald the story of her own life, as that of another
woman. But even this is in vain, for Gerald asserts that he
believes the woman in question must have been as bad as the man,
and that he still intends to go with Lord Illingworth, whom he
believes to be none the worse for this experience. In the mean-
time, Ilrs. Allonby, another guest, has wagered v;ith Lord Illingworth
that he cannot kiss "the Puritan", Hiss 'Vorsley. "Tlien he attempts
this, ohe American girl screams in defense, Gerald rushes to her
rescue, and in his anger threatens to kill Lord Illinfnvorth. At
this moment lirs. Arbuthnot interrupts his impulsive action by dram-
atically announcing, "No - he is yoxir fatherl"
f
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In the final act we have a picture of the quiet, taste-
fully decorated hone of Mrs. Arbuthnot. Gerald, rather a prig in
some respects, announces that he is to arrange for the marriage of
his inother to Lord Illiugworth. Fer stark denunciation of this
suggestion at first seems to him imnoral until Hester, v/ho had
heretofore upheld the ideal of just dues for evil, now announces:
"Ifo, no: you shall not. That v/ould be real dishonor, the first
you have ever known. Tr.rit \/ould be real disgrace; the first to
touch you." • • • Her refusal to marry Oerald under these con-
ditions awakens him to the cruelty of his scheme and he begs for-
giveness of his mother. The three happy people plan to leave
England and settle in America. Before her departure, Hrs. Arbuth-
not refuses Lord Illing./orth* s o "fer of marriage, strikes him
across the face with his glove, and in the end, v/hen questioned
as to the o%vner of the glove, refers to him as, "a man of no impor-
tance."
The main characters of tiiis play are likewise inferior
to the minor characters. LIrs. Arbuthnot has the restraint, finesse,
and simplicity that her associates lack. Lord Illingworth, on the
other hand, is obviously merely a spokesman for Tilde and loses
vitality and color to this r^le. Hester, although by some critics
thought to be a prude, has a aecided charm, especially in her
staunch upholding of pure, ethical ideals which come as a direct
contrast to the air of flippant inraorality in which she finds her-
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self, rjerald Arbuthnot is a particularly colorless character,
especially in consideration of his part. It is he who, in the
minds of raost readers, more nearly approaches the '"prig" than
Hester. Althoue-h he i.i essentially pood, he is not vividly
enouph portrayed to warrant a -olace in the category of "lovable
characters.
"
The minor characters, on the other hand, are well
drawn. Plere again we realize 7ilde*s great familiarity with
English society and its typical members by the deftness with which
he portrays the pompous, foolish, domineering old ladies. Lady
Hunstanton is aepicted as a stupid, gentle, naive, woman of "ad-
mirable good breeding." She carries on a continuous prattle con-
cerning persons and affairs about which she obviously has little
familiarity. A typical remark of hers which reveals her innate
stupidity is her comment on Hester's reference to the building
of ideals in America "that v;ill last longer than brick or stone."
She says, "".'hat is that, dear? Ah, yes, an iron Exhibition, is
it not, at that place that has the curious name?" She and Lady
Caroline have been described by ^Irchibald Henderson as being
•'comic admixtures of natural shrewdness, kindliness of heart, and
surpassing British ignorance and insularity." ^ The latter is
equally as amusing. Her dominance over her husband and her shairp
1. Henderson, Archibald: "Interpreters of Life and the Ifodem
Spirit ."
I
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tongue (as revealed by mai^T' subtle insulting remarks to tester)
are none the less inspired by a type of mind which reveals shrewd,
masculine cornraon sense. These, and the other minor personages,
are certainly tjrpical of Dnglish life and they reveal 'Tilde as a
student of character, despite the opinion of many that he sacri-
fices character to thane by having even the most stupid people
say clever things.
This play has as its theme a favorite one of Tilde 's.
Here again he defends the indiscrete, pleading for treatment of
justice upon them. Re would abolish entirely the double standard.
In depicting this idea he has centerea the interest about woman,
and has made it ec;Ually as anpealling to woman and man. His
theme is most appealingly placed into one of Hester*s speeches,
"It is rirht that they should be punished, but don*t let them be
the only ones to suffer. If a man and woman have sinned, let
them both go forth into the desert to love or loathe each other
there. Let them both be branded. Set a mark, if you wish, on
each, but don*t punish one and let the other go free. Don*t
have one law for men and anotiier for women. You are unjust to
women in England. And till you count what is a shame in a woman
to be infamj/ in a man, you will always be unjust, and Right, that
pillar of fire, and '7rong, that pillar of cloud, will be made dim
to your eyes, or be not seen at all, or if seen not regarded."
The dialogue of this play has, as has been said, an
•bundance of epigrammatic speech. ',7e notice that in this play
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many of the epigrams that v/ere seen in "The Picture of Dorian frray"
are now placed into the mouths of these characters. The affluence
of "bon mots'* and their unessential part in the weaving of the
story, do without doubt make for rathor tedious reading- except for
those spectators 'who, as Tilde has suggested, allow the work of art
to dominate them. T^owever, many of the paradoxes and epithets of
this play have become almost classic. 7e remember such witticisms
as: "The English country gentleman galloping after a fox - the
unspealcable in full pursuit of the uneatable"; "ITothing is serious
except passion"; " - plain women are always Jealous of their hus-
bands, beautiful women never are"; "ITothing spoils a romance so
much as a sense of humor in a woman"; "One should never trust a
woman who tells one her real ae'e. A woman who would tell one
that would tell one anything"; "Then a man is old enough to do
wrong he shoula be old onou'-h to do right also"; "Lien marry because
they are tired; women because they are curious. Both are disappoin-
ted." As is true of this tv'pe of dialogue, the lavishness with
which the epigrams are distributed araonf: the characters makes for
only a minute distinction between them and a result, insofar as
character portrayal is concerned, far inferior to that otherwise
attained.
This coinedy is a particular revelation of the li^e and
opinions of Oscar /ilde. 3y a treatment o-^ this and other works
we recognize the author as a true connoisseur of "English society.
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Prom a reading- of his life, we realizo that he revelled in Enf-lish
Society as an adequate means of exiiibiting his v/itticisns. Fowever,
in "A '/Oman of !To Importance", 7ilde seems to censure this f:rouT) by
many of the remarks of Hester, as; "You shut out from your society
the grentle and the pood. You lauph at the simple and the pure.
Livinp, as you all do, on others and by them, you sneer at self-sac-
rifice, ana if you t/irow bread to the poor it is merely to keep them
quiet for a season. 7ith all your pomp and v/ealth and art you don*t
know how to live - you don't even know tiiat • • • . You liave
lost life*s secret. Oh, your English society seems to mo shallow,
selfish, foolish. It has blinded its eyes, and stopped its ears.
It lies like a leper in purple. It sits like a dead thing smeared
with gold. It is all wrong, all \7rong. " In passing, it may be
noted that this speech through its superfluity of rhetoric is ren-
dered exaggerated and artificial, but so admirable is its e+'foct,
that we may justly excuse it. Also, it may be argued that such a
stand"ooint on the part of '/ilde i" here again an example of his in-
sincerity, whicii }ie liimself has defenced in Gwendolen's sr)eech in
"The Importance of Being Earnest": "In matters of grave importance,
style, not sincerity, is the vital thing." Fowever, be this as it
may, it is certainly an expression of his -oersonal opinion.
"another personal note in tiiis play is 1-is invective remark
concerning American literature.
"Lady '^runstanton: • • • . Miss Torsley, Caroline,
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is an orphan, ^^or father was a very
wealthy nillionaire, or philanthrop-
ist, or both, I believe .... I
don*t icnow hov; he r.iade his laoney orig-
inally^.
Kelvil; I fancy in American dry poods.
Lady ^^unstanton: 7]..at are Anerican dry p-oods?
Lord Illin^ffor th: American novels."
Fe continues in the same trend.
"Lady "unstanton; .... She dresses excoeainply
well. All imoricans do cress well.
They get tlieir clothes in Paris.
ilrs. Allonby; They say. Lady "unstanton, that v/hen
p^ood Americans die they ^ro to Paris.
Lady Hunstanton: Indeed? And v/hen bad Americans die,
where do they go?
Lord Illingworth: Oh, they go to A'nerica.
Eelvil: I an afraid you don*t appreciate
America, Lord I llin{r<70rth. It is a
very remarkable country, esT)ecially
considering its youth.
Lord Illinp^^orth: The ;routh of America is their oldest
tradition. It has been going on novv
for three hundrec years. To hear
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then talk ono v/ould imagine tliey v/ore
in their first childhood. As far as
civilization ^^oes they are in their
second.
"
Is there a trace of bitterness here toward tl:e Americans? Did it
perhaps originate in his visit to our country and to sone of the
merciless receptions that were accorded zo }-iia?
A stud^v of the dramatic facilities used here will cover
the use of dramatic irony, expectation, preparation and exposition.
There are examples of the first one of these, dramatic
irony, in reference to tlie parentage of Gerald, and serving to aug-
ment the tragic element of this misfortune. 7e have ono example in
the revelation of llrs. Arbuthnot's story of h r life told to CJerald
as that of another v/orxin. Another instance is in a dialogue between
Lord Illingworth and Gerald:
"Lord Illing-^orth: I am old enoufr}^ to be your father.
Gerald.
Gerald: I don't remember m^' father, he died
years ago. It is very curious, my
mother never talks to me about my
father. I sometimes think she must
have married beneath hor.
Lord Illingworth: (winces slightly) leally? You have
missed not iiaving a fatiior, I suppose.
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Gerald?
Gerald! Oh, no; ay mother has been so pood
to ae. !To one ever had such a raotl^er
as I have had.
Still another instance was the remark of Lady T^unstanton to Mrs.
Allonby; "Urs. Arbuthnot doesn't know anything? about the wicked
society in v/hich we all live. She won't po into it. She is far too
good. I consider it v/as a e-reat honor her cominf- to rae last nif-ht.
It gave quite an air of respectability to the party."
At the end of each act we are p-iven somethinf: to antici-
pate in the next. It is interesting to note that Tilde, although
he constructed Act I for the most part as a series of witticisms,
gave us at the very end of the act something: to wliich to look for-
ward. Lord Illingworth recognizes I.!rs. Arbuthnot*s handwriting as
that of a woman whom he knew years ago, "A v/oman of no importance."
Likewise, the story interest is keen at the end of Act II where the
reader is concerned as to v^iether Gerald will go away with Lord
Illingworth. At the end of Act III, however, the expectation is not
so obvious, for we now expect that Gerald will not fO with Lord
Illingworth, and he has learned of his relationshir) v/ith the latter.
It is merely a curiosity as to how the play will terminate that
holds paramount interest here.
As for preparation, we are preparea for the arrival of
the major characters in the opening scene of the play. The conver-
•
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sation between Lady Caroline and Hester makes us read:/ for the
meeting of Lord Illinpvvorth, IJrs. Allonby, Lady T^unstanton, and
Gerald. In the same way, Lirs. Arbuthnot is introduced before her
actual a;opearance by her letter of acceptance to Lad;; t^unstanton,
This opening conversation, since it does serve as a means
of preparation, is incidentally an examole of well-handled exposi-
tion, for wholly natural, at least to London society, is the dia-
logue which places us in the atmosphere of the play and introduces
us most artfully to the ciiaracters and their affairs.
In regard to drajaatic structure, the exciting force may
be said to be the news of Urs. Arbuthnot 's arrival, tiie conflict is
between Gerald's desire to become Lord Illingworth* s secretary and
his mother's objection to the plan, and the Supreme Crisis occurs
at the moment when Urs. Arbuthnot presents her son from striking
Lord Illingworth by the words: "Stop, Clerald, stop! Fe is your
own fatheri"
As a concluding note, let us contrast the radically oppos-
ing statements of two critics as regards "A 7oman of No Importance."
Landon Ferrick, in a rather humorous, but convincingly
antagonistic article, "A 'Jouan oi Some Importance", tells us that
after reading "The Importance of 3eing Earnest" ho has for the first
time found an apology for "A V/oman of IJo Importance", much to his
"Filarious satisfaction". ^ It cor.oes in the conversation between
1. Ferrick, L. : "A "/oraan of So;De Importance ." P. 195
in "2ho__^rama . " April, 1930.)
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Algernon and Jack, Jack has asked Algernon, "You don't tliink there
is any chance of Gv/endolen becoming like her mother in about a hun-
dred and fifty years, do you, Algy?" It is only through the borrow-
ing of Lord Illingworth' s and ilrs. Allonby's sioeech in "A 7onan of
TTo Importance" that Algy is supplied with an epigram; "All women
become like their mothers. That is their tragedy. ITo man does.
That's his." Herrick adds t?iat by this one speech "A '7oman of TTo
Importance" is justified, "and unimportant women are aevilishly
difficult to justify. I have now only to find excuses for a fan and
a husband."
^
And now to qiaoto from Ingleby who, in his usual disr)lay.
of favoritism to 7ilde, exalts " A 7oraan of ITo Importance": "As
literature alone, the play deserves to live, and v/ill live as a
V' /-A
*piece de theatre'. It has met with more success than an;/ play of
the first class within the last twenty years. The reason for that
is in its appeal. ... A play that can do that is Imperishable,
and it is no disparagement to the other brilliant dramatic works of the
author that, as a popular play which will ever find favour with audi-
ences of every class and kind, on account of its human interest and
2
its pathos, 'A 'Voman of ITo Importance' is certain of immortality."
1. Herrick, L. : "A 7oman oi" Some Im:oortctnce . " P. 195
(in "The Drama." April, 1930.)
2. Ingleby, L. G. ; "Oscar Vilde ." P. 128
I
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'U:: IIEAL HTJSBAITD"
•Tiie Ideal "usband", 7ilde*s third comeoy in order of
production, is a strai^htf or'//ard and compact piece of drama. In
many respects it aiffers from the other plays consiaered - in sub-
ject matter, construction, and treatment - in some instances shO'V-
ing itself to be superior and at other times definitely below the
standard set b7 these v/orks. ''The Ideal ^^usband" reveals Tilde's
mastery of imbuing conversation with great heights of style and tone.
In many instances where ".yilde gropes for an expression of the ideal,
ho'^/ever, he makes evident the conscious effort of his will trying
to ao the work of his imagination . On the other hand, the express-
ion 0^ the ;aany simple sentiments are so highly decorated, that we
feel 7ild6 to be a lover of pattern rathfir than a master of every-
day speech.
Jhese and other factors are among the several artificial
touches to be found in the play. Many times the ultra-verbosity
of the exTpression give the effect of confused similes "let loose
in a defenseless drawing room." ^ T^is unusual phrases are not at all
characteristic of the author. Fe has overdrawn his portrayal of
manners; his style has become stilted; in s'nort, the use of rhetoric
has taken the place of sentiment and passion.
A closer scrutiny of the play itself v/ill elucidate the
1. Q. K. : "After the Play." P. 20 (in : "The Tew Republic" :
Saturday, ?Tov. 6, 1915)
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above-mentioned aeficiencies as '.veil as tlie meritorious phases of
the play.
©lis plot again is old-fashioned in its tl'iene and treat-
ment. 7e have here an "artful .-aelodrama scattered through scenes
of coinecy." The interest, kept throughout, is co;3parable
to that of the similar plots of "Lady /inuermere's ?an'» ana "A
TTonan of !To Importance". This plot, hov/ever, unlike the others,
is strenuous in arousing the emotions and makes "The Ideal ^^usband"
the most dramatic of his plays, its sincere note of tragedy/ plac-
ing 7ilde among the greatest dramatists.
The play opens on a party in the London home of the
Chiltern*s. A:nong the persons met are Sir "Robert Ghiltern, TTnder
Secretary for Poreign Affairs', his v/ife. Lady ChilternJ his sister,
Uabel Ghiltern, '.vho is carrying on a flirtation v/ith Lord Gorirvg,
a rather interesting idler j and Mrs. Cheveley v/ho iias come there
in order to meet Sir Robert. In their subsequent meeting she asks
Sir Robert to plead for the Argentine Canal Scheme in v/hich she
had considerable money invested. Ve has heretofore o-oposed this
bill openlyaad is about to make a report to the House of Commons con-
cerning its fraudulence. However, his objections are to no avail,
for Urs. Cheveley has in her possession a letter proving tliat Sir
Robert has attained his present position by originally selling a
cabinet secret to a speculator of the Stock Exchange. After suc-
1. 1' : "After the Play" P. 20 (in "The :Te'.7 Republic ." : Sat.,
Nov. 6, 1915.)
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ceedinp in compromising hini to carry out her wisJiOs and avoid
scandal, I!rs. Gheveley hints of her triumph to Lady Chiltem, who,
knowing the low character of the former, becomes suspicious of her
husband and endeavors in vain to pet an explanation from him. She
does, however, induce him to write a letter to I!rs. Gheveley de-
nouncing his promise to comply .vith her demand.
In this added difficulty Sir Robert seeks the aid of
Lord Gorinp- who advises him to fight I'rs. Gheveley, and who pre-
pares Lady Chiltern for the shock of her probable enlightenment
as to her husband's criminal action.
Directly following this, I,Irs. Gheveley comes to search
for her lost "diamond snake-brooch with a ruby", which Lord Goring
has found and curiously kept in his possession. During:: her visit
and the incidental argument between ti.e two, Ilrs. Gheveley cal-
lously reveals zo Lady Chiltern the crime of her husband. He is
unable to aen^r it, ana when questioned by his wife, blames her for
compelling him to write the l-etter to Llrs. Gheveley and for liaving
idealized him to such a degree. Lady Ghiltern, in her anf-uish,
because of his sincere friendship, has written a note to Lord Gor-
ing: "I want you. I trust you. I am coming to you. Gertrude."
In the meantime, ?.Irs. Gheveley has gone to Lord Goring*
s
apartment to seek his hand in payment for the letter. Lord Goring
is busy .vith his father. Lord Caver sham, and believing the visitor
to be Lad^r Chiltern, has her ushered into the drawing-room to await
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his arrival, "'/hile there, I-Irs. Chevoley finds Tertrude's note and
is about to appropriate it \7hen she is interrupted by the ap-oroach
of the butler, and then by the sound of Lord Cavershani's departure.
She stealthily places the note under the blotter of the writing table.
Sir Robert arrives directly and while t ere hears a chair dror> in
the drawinfi'-rooa and discovers Itrs. Oieveley, ;vhon he denounces as a
"vile, infamous thing". After his departure, r.!rs. Gheveley puts
?ier proTjosition before Lord Goring, ^ho, after refusing it, clasps
the brooch-bracelet on her arm, at the sane time accusing her of
havinr stolen it some ten years ago fron Lad,v 3or^.=/ick. She is un-
able to unclasp the bracelet and thus being at his norcy is forced
to ?ive up the letter v/hicJi Lord Ooring burns before her eyes.
However, not to be so easil"^ conquered, LIrs. Cheveley asks '"or a
glass of water, and while Lord Coring is getting it, she purloins
the letter from Lad;/ Cliiltern ana tr iui^iphantly leaves with this in
her possession.
Sir "Robert, after receiving great acclaim for his denun-
ciation of the Canal Scjiome before the ^"^ouse of Coiumons, receives
Gertrude's letter, and believes that it has been addressed to him.
Lord Goring Tjersuades Gertrude to allow Sir "Robert the promotion
offerea to him despite her wish t?.at he give it u^o because of his
past crime. '/hen Sir Robert is about to prevent his sister's
marrias-e to Lord Goring because of t}ie latter' s "ar^fair" v/itn Mrs.
Gheveley, Lady Ghiltern is forced to confess that she had, in
w
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truth, written tiie lettcfr to Lord froring.
yildo himself expresses the theme or ps.ycholopy of this
play: "the difference in the vray in which a v/oraan loves a man; the
"oassion that v/omen have for rnakinr'^ ideals (v/hich is their v/eakness)
,
and the .veakness of a i-aan vyho dares not show his imperfections to
the thinf ho loves." ^ Thus we .nay appreciate the depth of the
moral, and the skill ana ease v/ith v/hich the author has illustrated
it is most striking.
The characterization of this play is different from that
of the four precedinfr, because for the first time v;e get both a
physical and psychical vie / of t]ie main characters as .7e first meet
them. In cnese accounts '7ilde provides a "oersonal touch, at the
same time sumrain^j up tlie characteristics of each in an inimitable
manner, givinf: us adequate basis ^or o'or future ji^dgraent of t/ieir
actions. 'Jhe "Thumb-nail" sketch of Sir lobort is oicellent: "A
man of fortv, but lookinr sxiev/hat youngor. Clean-sliaven, with
finely cut features, dark-liaired and dark-eyed. A personality of
mark, ^'ot popular - few personalities are. But intensely admired
by ti.e few, and deeply respected by the ::iany. The note of his
manner is that of r)erfect distinction, .'ath a sli" t touch of pride.
One feels that he is conscious of the success he has made in life.
A nervous temr)erament witii a tireu look. The firmly ciiiselea
mouth and chin contrast strikingly ./ith the romantic expression
in the deoo-set eyes. Tl^e variance is suggestive of" an almost com-
1. Kendyrson, A. : "Thu Dramas of Oscar 7ilae ." ?. 138
fin "The Arena." : Aug. 1907.)
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plote separation of -oassion and intellect, as t}iOur'h thoup^t and
emotion ./ere eacli isolated in its o m sphere throurli sono violence
of -.vill-power. There is nervousness in th:; nostrils, and in the
pale, thin, pointed hands. It v/ou1g be inaccurate to call hira Pic-
turesque. Picture squeness cannot survive the T^ouse of Gor.mons.
But Vand^rlce -/ould have liked to have painted his head." "This, t;/p-
ical of the otlier character sketches, pives us an insipht into the
personality as well as the aopearance of each character, and '.ye
find tne subsequent speech and action of each to oe entirely in
keepinp -vith his personality. Although some critics have asserted
that some of tlie characters of tiiis play are not hanan or alivo,
this additional touch of artistry on the part of '7ilde coes cer-
tainly create each as distinct and individualized. It nay also
be said that such a practice places definite, sometimes impossible
demands 'opon the performers. These long stag-e directions are said
be in imitation of Ibsen.
This play is likewise unique in its dialogue. /nile it
still betrays tno ready v/it of its author, uie dialogrue is always
"to the •ooint" and germane to the action. The epigram is used to
a much less extent than in Jie other plays, and any wit that may be
found here springs naturally from the thread of the story, and may
not, as in the other plays »"be r>ut into the mouth of one character
as another. ... T^ere is strenuous drama, treated strenuously,
and dealing with the whole gamut of human emotions. The playwright
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as he prop-resses in }iis act, does not here tjernit himself to endan-
ger the interest of the plot by any adventitious pleasantries on
the part of the characters." ^
This, the most dramatic of "Vilde's plays, has a trite,
overused technique. As is characteristic of the author, he uses this
device to uphold the interest of the play. In this particular
play, the brooch-bracelet, letters, and the falling chair are the
objects made use of in furthering the plot. 'Tithout thera the
plot would be at a loss both for its existence and for its out-
come. The letter incriminating Sir Robert is important in starting
the action of the play; the brooch-bracelet helps to eradicate many
difficulties; and the second letter and the falling chair cause
additional complications in the plot.
To prove 7ilde*s incidental adherence to tlie accepted
rules of the drama, a cursory treatment of the technicalities of
the play -.vill be made. It is interesting to note that each use of
these technical devices is for the purpose of aiding in the plot
element of the play.
Here again the use of dramatic irony is evident. This
time it is to aid in keeping the suspense of the play by augment-
ing the complications of the action. One striking instance of the
employment of this device is at Lord Goring* s home where he and
Sir Robert are discussing the woman in the other room.
1. Ingleby, L. G. : "Oscar 7ild9 ." P. 138
•
. . .:
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'Sir Hobert Chiltem: Tliat explanation have .you to ;^ive me for the
presence of that woman here?
Lord Goring: Robert, I swear to you on mv honour that
that lady is stainless and guiltless of all
offence to./ards you. . .
Each man is thinking of a different woman: Sir Hobert knov7s that
Mrs. Gheveley is the woman in the other room, while Lord Goring be-
lieves it to be Lady Chiltern, -.vho had notified him of her visit.
It is obvious that in such a well-handled play, where the
suspense is so well kept and the story element of such importance,
expectation should be skillfully aroused at the end of each act. In-
deed, throughout the entire play the the reader's interest is con-
sistently keen in following the wealth of entanglements in the plot
which seem so impossible to solve.
Retardation is likewise used to aid in the furthering
of the plot element. It is through the artificial prolongation of
Lord Cavershara's visit that Mrs. Gheveley has the tirne to find Lady
Ghiltern's letter. The element of coincidence likov/ise enters here,
as in the same scene where Sir Hobert happens to call on Lord
Goring at tiie time \*Len lira. Gheveley is there.
In the cleverly handled exposition the reader and audience
are leu gradually into the play, and by the conversation of the
guests and between Lady Chiltern and I.!rs. Giieveley a sufficient
background is laid for the subsequent actions in the light of the
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persons spoken about as well as the characteristics of the
speakers*
In regard to tlie dramatic structure, the exciting force
co.'ues with the arrival of I.Irs. Cheveley, the conflict, prLmarilyt is
between her and Sir Hobert, v^ich does, in truth, lead to further
and more hig}ilv involved conplications, and the supreme crisis is
the reading of Lady Chiltern's letter by Sir !^obert, v/lien he mis-
interprets its true destination.
As a concluding note to tiie consideration of "The Ideal
Husband", a note or additional interest, tliere is to be observed
the vast difference between '7ilde and Ibsen most definitely
brought out by this play. Its denouement, when contrasted with
tliat of Ibsen* s "Pillars of Society", illustrates this point. In
"She Ideal Husband", "Robert, despite his wrong-doing, is given, in
the end, a higher position, '.idiile the hero of Ibsen* s play is com-
pelled to make a public confession of a similar crime.
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COHCnJSIOIT
After making this study, it is interesting to take note
of sc»iie of 'Vilde's reputed excellences and failures in regard to
drama, as drawn up by many critics of the day.
Although "Tilde did not have the usual and almost essen-
tial background of stage manager or actor to aid him in construct-
ing his plays, he did attain success primarily through his natural
aptitude for dramatics. "Fe had the voice and at times the ges-
tures of a born actor, "is intellect was dramatic." ^ "He was a
bom dramatist in the sense that he v/as naturally equipped with
2
certain very valuable gifts for writing for the stage." 7e have
seen that 'Tilde made use of these gifts in his play writing, and,
augmented by the aid he attained from his cousin, "7. G. '7ills, a
skilled dramatist, and from his mother's "salon", it served to
make the dramas both well constructed and interesting reading.
"Scene follows scene without rest or interval, until suddenly the
lights go out, and the play is over." He himself acknowledged that
he wrote his comedies merely for reiaunjration and for this reason he
"was impatient of the methods and meanings of his first three success-
ful plays, like a juggler conscious of being able to toss un six
4balls who is admired for tossing three."
1. Symons, Arthur: "A Studv of Oscar 'Vildo ." ?. 88
2. TJankin, St. John: "The Collected Plar/s of Oscar 7ilde ." ?. 801
(in "The Fortni^-htly Review." : IJay, 1908.)
3. S:/raons, A. : "A Jester with Genius ." P. 129 (in "The Bookman ":
April, 1920.)
4. "Placing Oscar 7ilde in Literature ." P. 220 (in "Current Liter-
ature" : Aug., 1912.)
i
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There is freat difference of opinion conceminf? the real
merit of 7ilde*s comedies. Ransorae ranks his poems as greater than
his plays, -./hile ^^uneker and S:/mons consider t)ie latter to be su'Dor-
ior. A. B. 'Talkle.v believes that Tilde's style is at its best in
his comedies, and that they are ''worthy of the same shelf as
•Ilarriage a la Mode* or 'The "7ay of the 7orld», both in the happy,
easy, elegance of form and in his lineage and his triumiohantly
1
sincere expression of insincerity." In all events, it must be
conceded that he did add two elements worthy of commendation to the
2
comedy: paradox and epigram. "He was oheir commanding genius",
and was imitated in this by several writers of his time among whom
/is
Shaw/perhaps the most significant. T^owever, the witty dialogue in
Shaw's plays is germane to the action, loss ramarkable in social
ease, and written for the purpose of instructing rather than amus-
2
ing - a sort of "Puritan reply to the paganism of /ilde."
Many critics have wondered whj,'' 7/ilde aid not attain
greater success as a dramatist. It was r)erhaps due to the fact that
he failed even to try, and he did not analyze his characters to their
depth. "He had a c3^uick eye for the foibles of mankind, but he never
examined the spring of their actions, "e looked only for theatric-
al approbation and that is not the spirit in which the great char-
1. ".7alkley, A. 3.: "Int. to "The Goi.TOlete 7orks of Oscar "/ilde ."
Vol. 7, ?. X.
2. Jackson, ^-olbrook: "Bernard Shaw as a Puritan Answer to the
Paganism of Oscar "/ilde ." P. 377 (in: "Current Opinion":
May, 1914.)

89.
acters of dramatic literature have been conceived." ^Althouf^h his
character portrayal and action are inferior, we must accredit to
hira the skill of sayinp- "serious and often sad thinps that convulse
us .7ith merriment, not because he is not 'deep* but precisely be-
cause he is deeper than seriousness and sadness, and has racopnized
2
their nullity."
S. Llarion Tucker very aptly suras up the peculiar lack
of balance between the effect of Tilde's plays and their relative
intrinsic value; "As a dramatist, 7ilde is an anomaly. Fe added
nothing new to English drama. !Tis technique, in its insincerity,
its sheer theatricality, followed the v/orst of the traditional
practices. I!is characters are usually mere puopets, and at best
mere t:,mes. And yet six of his eight plays are famous apart from
the fame of their author. They were at once successful; they have
held the stage; they can still entertain an audience. 2hey are
essentially uhe vvork of a brilliant writer v/lio turned playwright
in order to exriibit his virtuosity."
1. Hankin, St. John: "The Collected Plays of Oscar "/ilde." P. 801
(in: "The ?ortnirhtly Review ." : :.!ay, 1918.)
2. Henderson, A. : "T^ie Theater of Oscar 7ilde ." ?. 17
{in: "T-.e Overland Ilonthly." : July, 1907.)
3. Tucker, 3. LI. : Int. of "Llodern Araerican and British Plays ."
P. 269
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